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Abstract

From being a fictional element in sci-fi, voice control has become a
reality, with inventions such as Apple’s Siri, and interactive voice
response (IVR) when calling your doctor’s office. The combina-
tion of radio’s strength as a hands-free medium, public radio’s
mission to reach across all platforms and the rise of voice makes
up a relevant intersection; voice controlled public radio in Swe-
den. This thesis has aimed to investigate how radio listeners wish
to interact using voice control to listen to on-demand radio con-
tent. Additionally, what does public radio need to consider when
implementing the UX for voice control? A questionnaire, Google
Analytics-data from Sveriges Radio’s mobile app and website, and
an interview with National Public Radio were used to determine
four initial functions voice controlled on-demand. The functions
were turned into four scenarios, used as the basis for a workshop
and brainstorming session. Three of these scenarios were then se-
lected to be the foundation for a Wizard of Oz-prototype, which
six users evaluated. The results indicate that to create a viable
voice user interface (VUI) for radio, there needs to be a profile for
the user to create a personalized experience, with filtered searches
created by user behaviour and preference settings. The VUI also
needs to allow synonyms for program names, as well as keyword
tag material for clustering similar material and to enable personal-
ized user searches. This keyword-system can further be utilized to
give user recommendations based on behaviour and preferences. A
companion application with a graphical user interface (GUI) can
be used for such functionality as settings, help, queuing and cre-
ating playlists. Finally, the system needs to ensure that the users
are taken care of and guided. A radio host can be used as a basis
for the system’s persona, to create a consistent and familiar in-
terface. Aspects to examine in the future are more extensive user
testing for the VUI design, filter bubbles, ensuring that the user
data is not misused or leaked, dimensions of the system’s persona,
the future of radio and the progress of IPAs.



Utforming Av Ett Röststyrt Gränssnitt för Radio

Sammanfattning

Från att ha varit ett fiktivt element i otaliga science fiction-verk,
har röststyrning blivit en verklighet, med uppfinningar så som Ap-
ples Siri och interaktivt röstsvar när du ringer läkaren. Kombina-
tionen av radios styrka som ett handsfree-medium, public service-
radios uppdrag att nå ut på alla plattformar och röststyrningens
uppåtgående utveckling har en intressant skärningspunkt; röst-
styrd public service-radio i Sverige. Denna avhandling har haft
målsättningen att undersöka hur radiolyssnare vill interagera med
röststyrning för att lyssna på on demand-innehåll från radio. Den
berör även vad public service-radio behöver överväga när röst-
gränssnittets UX implementeras. En enkät, Google Analytics-
data från Sveriges Radios mobilapplikation och hemsida, och en
intervju med National Public Radio användes för att bestämma
fyra inledande funktioner för att lyssna på röststyrd on-demand-
radio. Funktionerna arbetades om till fyra scenarier, som använ-
des som grund till en workshop och en brainstorming-session. Tre
av scenarierna valdes sedan ut att utgöra grunden för en Wiz-
ard of Oz-prototyp, som sex användare utvärderade. Resultaten
indikerar att för att skapa ett gångbart röstgränssnitt till radio,
behöver användare en personlig profil för att skapa en personlig
upplevelse, med filtrerade sökningar skapade av användarbeteende
och preferenser angivna i inställningar. Röstgränssnittet behöver
även tillåta en mängd synonymer för programnamn, och nyck-
elordstagga material för att klustra liknande material och möjlig-
göra rekommendationer. Röstgränssnittet bör använda sig av en
tillhörande grafisk applikation, för funktionalitet så som inställ-
ningar, hjälp, köande och skapande av spellistor. Slutligen bör
systemet försäkra sig om att användare är omhändertagna och
guidade. En radioprogramledare kan utgöra basen för systemets
persona, för att skapa ett enhetligt och familjärt gränssnitt. An-
dra aspekter att undersöka i framtiden är mer utförliga använ-
dartester för gränssnittsdesignen, filterbubblor, radios utveckling
och intelligenta personliga assistenters framsteg.
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1 Introduction

In the famous science fiction franchise Star Wars that created in 1977, there is a
golden protocol droid named C-3PO, designed to communicate conversationally with
organics [17]. From being a fictional element in countless science fiction creations,
voice control has become a reality. Apple’s Siri and interactive voice response (IVR)
when calling your doctor’s office for an appointment are now a part of everyday life
in Sweden. In 2017 voice control is on the rise, with companies such as Amazon and
Google leading the way [29]. This development opens up for exiting user experiences
and challenges for the user experience design. Just as there is a difference between
the user interface in a mobile app and a desktop app, voice control needs its own
approach in the design process depending on the designated medium. As voice
control grows, becomes a more sophisticated and a bigger, natural part of people’s
lives, it will most likely become a more natural way for listeners to interact with
radio. In fact, it already has for many listeners in America, thanks to National
Public Radio (NPR) [30]. Swedish Radio (SR) is the national public radio service in
Sweden. It hosts Sweden’s most popular radio channel (P4) with 3,2 million listeners
each day, and reached 83 percent of the Swedish population between 12 and 79 on
an average week 2016 [39].
During a biannual hackathon in 2016 [45] for the development departments at
Sveriges Television (SVT), SR and Utbildningsradion (UR), the winning team cre-
ated a voice controlled interface for SR using Amazon’s Echo. They exploited the
fact that radio is a "hands free" medium where the listener have their hands and eyes
free when listening, by implementing a simple voice control interface and thereby
solving the problem of controlling the radio without compromising that freedom.
SR’s foundation consist of the FM-transmissions, but to continue to further reach
and engage the Swedish citizens, the digital platforms become more and more cru-
cial. In an official internal report from SR 2015 [37] it is stated that an important
part of the public service-radio’s democratic task, and SR’s strategy, is to reach its
public across all platforms. SR should be the best actor on the market when it comes
to sound, the services provided by SR should be easy to find and utilize, and the
content easy to listen to as well as share [37]. The combination of radio’s strength
as a hands free medium, SR’s mission to reach across all platforms and the rise of
voice makes up a relevant intersection; voice controlled public radio in Sweden.
Apart from live transmissions digitally and in FM-radio, SR offers a vast on de-
mand archive. From a voice user interface perspective it is more troublesome to
browse in an archive and riffle between episodes, than to simply switch between
live transmissions in channels, since the former has a significantly larger number of
alternatives. There are 41 channels provided by SR, including all local and strictly
digitally transmitted channels, while there are thousands of episodes stored in the
on-demand archive During user testing performed by the Innovation team at SR,
they have found that many listeners struggle to identify programs and profiles by
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names, even as they listen to material produced by SR regularly. This poses a chal-
lenge when the users browse material, and will play a role when the users interact
with the archive verbally.
The aim of this thesis is to investigate how radio listeners wish to converse with
the radio, from desired functionality, to the actual phrasing and conversational flow.
This first generation of conversations will indicate how branding and categorizing
should be handled and what SR needs to implement and consider to facilitate these
interactions. The objective for this thesis is to present a number of user tested
conversations developed from user data, generative research and previous imple-
mentations, as well as guidelines for branding and categorizing of content. The
objective is divided into two research questions,

• How do users wish to interact using voice control to listen to on demand
content from SR?

• What does SR need to consider when implementing the UX for voice control?
This question contains three subcategories; voice control conversations for the
most sought after functions, the profile for the voice control interface and
categorizing of the on-demand material.

By answering the two research questions the aim will be attained.

1.1 Delimitations

To narrow down the scope of the article, two limitations were decided regarding
context and platform. Amazon’s Echo was chosen as the main device to exemplify
a intelligent personal assistant controlled by voice control. SR had by January 2017
published two skills for Echo, a counterpart to a smartphone’s applications. Since
SR had multiple both previous and running projects regarding voice controlled radio
in the car, it was of interest to explore other situations suitable for voice control.
Radio in the home was therefor selected as the main context.

1.2 Thesis Outline

The thesis has 7 chapters. Chapter 1 introduces to the context, aim, objective,
and scope. Chapter 2 gives a background to SR’s history, the challenges and
opportunities they face as a public service, and their work with new platforms.
Chapter 3, the theory, describes different radio listener behaviour, the tone-giving
radio actor National Public Radio (NPR) in America, the status of voice control
2017, a short description of intelligent personal assistants (IPA’s) and Amazon’s
Echo. The chapter ends with the basics of designing voice user interfaces (VUI’s).
Chapter 4 the method, presents the questionnaire, the interview, the statistics from
Google Analytics, the two workshops and the WOz-prototype. Chapter 5 contains
the results. Chapter 6 discusses the the collected quantitative and qualitative
data from the results, piecing together the indications to how the objective could
be reached into guidelines. Chapter 7 is the conclusion of the thesis, stating the
outcome of if it.
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2 Background

Sveriges Radio, at the time called Radiotjänst, was founded 1925 and owned by the
news agency TT, the then contemporary Swedish newspapers and the Swedish radio
industry. The first broadcast aired january the first 1925 and initially a sole channel
would broadcast for a couple of hours each night, but by 1933 SR transmitted for
roughly eight hours daily. Dagens Eko, still running today, begun to report news
1937. In tandem with the mainstream entry of television into Sweden 1955 new,
additional channels were created. [36]
In 1995 SR begun to transmit radio digitally in Stockholm with DAB, Digital Audio
Broadcasting, and SR was for the first time present on Internet with content and
information from and about the channel. At the Olympics 2000 in Sydney Internet
were used as an additional medium for listeners, and during the same year P3, P2
Music and P7 begun to transmit over Internet as an addition to the previously used
technology. In 2005 the first mobile site and pod radio were launched, where the
latter received a lot of attention. In 2014 a further investment in pod radio was
made with material created solely for podcasts that was not transmitted sent in
FM radio. SR’s app was further developed 2012 and a stand-alone counterpart for
children was launched. [36]
SR is a public service actor that has stated that it wishes to engage its listeners,
meet the listeners in their context, educate the public and to be available across
all platforms [37]. SR has published two Alexa skills, the smartphone application
equivalent for Amazon’s smart personal assistant Alexa. One of the skills is for
flash news briefings from SR, Swedish Radio, and the other for simply listening to
SR Listen to Swedish Radio". The flash briefing can handle the commands "Alexa,
what’s my Flash Briefing?" and "Alexa, what’s in the news?". Alexa will answer
with Ekot på en minut, a news podcast. The other skill can handle three types of
commands; "Alexa Open Swedish Radio", "Alexa, play channel [channel name] from
Swedish Radio" and "Alexa, play program [program name] from Swedish Radio".
The last command, provided it understands the often Swedish names, plays the
latest episode and does not leave room for browsing or playing previous or later
episodes.
The Innovation team at SR was created 2016, and has as their goal to come up with
and test new, innovative ideas. They combine new technology, social media, listener
behaviour and their knowledge of SR to do so. No previous projects for intelligent
personal assistants (IPAs) had been conducted, but many previous project have
touched the subject of voice control. The skeleton team consists of a programmer,
two radio producers, and a UX-designer.
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3 Theory

The theory section introduces the different possibilities with voice control, design
guidelines for voice user interfaces, current issues with the voice control technology
and the American actor National Public Radio (NPR), who has implemented it. It
presents an introduction to intelligent personal assistants, Amazon’s Alexa, and the
different types of between radio listener behaviour.

3.1 User Behaviour for On-Demand Material Versus Live

The Innovation team at SR have seen differences in the behavioural patterns be-
tween FM-listeners and digital listeners during user-testing of their prototypes. FM-
listeners tend to be unwilling or unable to actively make choices and take actions
regarding the material in any capacity, such as picking up their phone and adminis-
ter the radio. They are often performing an action where it is difficult or annoying
to interact with the radio, such as cooking, cleaning or driving. During the internal
project SR Byt (SR Switch) driven by SR’s innovation team 1 the group discovered
a possible area of use for voice control. Many FM-listeners are in a situation where
it is not possible to interact with their phone using their vision and hands, which
means a voice user interface (VUI) could become useful. Those who primarily lis-
ten to SR digitally, or a combination of FM and digitally, tend to be considerably
more active and amenable to interact with the radio to find more similar material,
immerse deeper into the material and more. The illustration in figure 1 shows an
active on-demand listener, versus a passive live listener.

Figure 1: To the left is an active on-demand listener that uses her phone to reach
SR material. To the right is a passive live listener, who is driving his
car while listening to SR live.

1In the SR Byt prototype users could identify the currently playing channel by listening to the
content, and continue to stream it in their phone.
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3.2 NPR

National Public Radio is a noncommercial, independent American radio nonprofit
membership organization founded in 1970, according to their official website [31].
NPR produces programs for over 860 radio stations in all 50 states, as well as the
district of Columbia, Guam and Puerto Rico, that are in partnership and described
as member stations. The organization’s mission statement is similar to Sveriges
Radio; deliver material that will inform, challenge and stimulate the public. NPR
declares further in the statement that they attain this by having the goal to achieve
a deeper comprehension and recognition for ideas, cultures and events. This in turn
is done by holding the journalism and “cultural expression” to the highest standards
of public service. Apart from creating material, the organisation provides satellite
delivery for the members. [31]
In 2014 NPR begun a trial with voice controlled interactions within the mobile app
for in-program promotions, and other material distributed by NPR, to raise user
engagement for the brand. Additionally, they had by march 2017 published seven
skills for Amazon echo; NPR World Story of the Day, NPR Business Story of the
Day, NPR One, Planet Money, NPR Story of The Day, NPR from TuneIn and NPR
Hourly News Summary.

3.3 Voice Control Today

At the international Consumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas 2017 IEEE (Institute
of Electrical and Electronics Engineers) reported that multiple experts 2 predicted
that the most substantial investment in development in the long run was voice
recognition, and mastering it would mean a gateway into “faceless computing”. Voice
control has the potential to both redefine conventional computer interfaces as well
as boost existing products. It has been evolved to the point where the crucial word
error rate is claimed by Microsoft [44] to be at 6.3 percent as of 2016, in comparison
with 43 percent 20 years ago. This level of word recognition is tantamount with the
human word error rate. According to Consumer Technology Association 2017 circa 5
million voice-activated digital assistants, such as Google Home and Amazon’s Echo,
units have been sold. [29]
In Cathy Pearl’s book Designing Voice User Interfaces [34] she has made the obser-
vation that the vision for what voice technology can offer has gone “full circle” with
ThinkGeek’s release of the ComBadge [11] 2016, an example of fiction that thereby
has inspired a real life implementation of voice control. The ComBadge is a replica
of the communicators in Star Trek: The Next Generation, and is a device that uses
bluetooth to connect to your phone to access Siri, Google Now and Cortana, as
well as handle the phone’s calls and audio [25]. It is activated by pressing the device
(making it emit a Star Trek-canonical chirp) and switched off with the phrase “[Your
name here] out.” [11]. As the technology has begun to catch up to fiction, it is now
a question of how to utilize it.
While a conversation between two humans speaking the same language has the

2Steve Koenig, senior director for market research of the Consumer Technology Association, and
Shawn DuBravac, the chief economist, among others. [29]
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potential to be comprehended both ways, there can be misunderstandings. VUI’s
share this struggle of possible semantic mix-ups and a lack of vocabulary, but also
additional complications. Factors such as background noise, different voices and
phrases than those that were used to train the system, and incorrectly predicted
responses from the user can cause misinterpretations [40]. To many humans it
can also feel rude and uncomfortable to interrupt a VUI while it is speaking, in
accordance with social rules for how humans interact with each other [20].

3.4 Why Voice Control?

Most humans are accustomed to interact verbally, both in person and over the phone,
as well as ask questions aloud [40]. In 2016 Google reported [16] that 20 percent of
its searches were performed with voice control interfaces, and a report from Stanford
[42] the same year showed that it is quicker to dictate messages rather than typing
them. For most people talking is an intuitive form of interaction, and it is easier to
interpret the general tone of a message if it is spoken rather than typed thanks to
volume, intonation, rate of tone and similar. Applications where the main use case
is hands free, and the user will not be in a delicate state (a service involving their
health care, for example), are fitting for VUI. If the goal is to coax the user to make
certain decisions voice control can be beneficial, thanks to the added persuasive
possibilities that comes with speech. [34]
A writer for the tech blog How-to Geek argues in a post [9] that TuneIn podcasts are
perfect for Echo, thanks to their radio-like nature. He further argues that the Echo
user will find it so easy to listen to the podcasts on Echo that they will wonder why
they have not done it before. A TuneIn account is not required, no settings need
to be changed, and the user can request and immediately hear the latest episode of
a podcast in the TuneIn archive. However, if the user wishes to listen to an older
episode there are obstacles. There is little to no support for moving backwards in a
podcast catalog, and if verbal commands are used the user is required to repeat the
phrase “Alexa, play the previous episode” until the desired episode is found. If the
user is unlucky Alexa might forget that this has been performed x number of times,
and they have to start over again from the beginning of the list. When this is the
case the writer recommends Echo users to find the episode on their phone and use
the device simply as a Bluetooth speaker instead. This is a strong indication that
the TuneIn implementation for paging podcasts is not satisfactory.

3.5 Intelligent Personal Assistant

An Intelligent Personal Assistant (IPA) is an application that uses contextual in-
formation, vision and the user’s voice to assist the user verbally by answering ques-
tions, making recommendations, or performing actions [15]. The spoken interaction
between the assistant and the user is done by using natural language, meaning lan-
guage that has evolved organically without premeditation or planning, in contrast
to constructed and formal languages. The latter are for example languages used in
programming, such as Java [24]. The IPA’s applications utilize online sources to
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perform its given tasks, such as Bing, Google, Spotify and Netflix [15]. The user
is able to personalize how the tasks are performed, how the system interacts with
the user and similar [27]. By speaking to the IPA as a human assistant, different
tasks can be performed by it such as set timers, search for information and purchase
items.

3.6 Amazon’s Echo

Echo is a device created by the company Amazon that is equipped with a speaker,
seven microphones, bluetooth and the IPA Alexa. The seven microphones, combined
with a beam forming technology, are meant to enable the microphone to pick up
the user’s voice from all across the room. The latter is meant to work even as
music is playing from its speakers. To activate Alexa, the user utters the wake
word, a keyword that communicates to the IPA that it should start recording and
interpreting. A portable microphone can be bought in addition to the Echo device,
which can communicate with Alexa if the user is not close enough to the device. [2]
Similar to apps in smartphones, it is possible to add functionality to Echo with third
party developed Alexa skills, that have been built with the Alexa Skills Kit [21]. By
using Alexa Voice Service [1] these services are reached and utilized through Alexa; if
the Spotify skill is added to the unit the phrase “Play Beyoncé on Spotify” will make
the most popular song by Beyoncé play. Examples of other skills are NPR’s Radio
One, IoT-applications (such as light switches) and Netflix. Skills are continuously
added, and it is possible as a private developer to create own custom skills. Alexa is
programmed to adapt to the speech patterns, personal preferences and vocabulary
of its user(s), with the intention of making Alexa behave smarter. In march 2017
Alexa costed $179 on Amazon. [2]

3.7 Design Aspects of Voice User Interfaces (VUIs)

A VUI uses a combination of grammars, prompts and dialogue logic [7]. A prompt
is a system-message to the user that is scripted by the VUI design, and either pre-
recorded [7] or synthesized [34]. The dialogue logic determines the prompt provided
by the system, and grammars are the predicted and defined responses the user can
say to the system [7]. The design aspects brought up in this sections are multi-
modal interfaces, conversational design, sample dialogues and flows, different kinds
of prompts and error handling.

Multimodal Interfaces

Thanks to their screens, mobile devices can provide an avatar and other visual com-
ponents that can aid the conversation between the user and the system. Examples
of this is displaying that it is the user’s turn to speak, and to confirm information
given to the them from the system. A combination of VUI and a visual interface is
called a multimodal interface. [34] Google’s IPA Google Assistant [12] and Amazon’s
Echo [2] both have a desktop and a mobile app, where the user can set up the device,
install applications and set preferences, and more.
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Conversational Design

In order for the users to experience an intelligent conversation with a VUI it needs to
built to handle more than one exchange between the user and the system (also called
a turn). This requires that the system keeps track of the user’s recent turn history.
The following is an excerpt of an example dialogue with Google Assistant used by
Pearl [34] to illustrate an implementation where the system remembers previous
dialogue.

USER
Ok Google. Who was the 16th president of the United states?

GOOGLE
Abraham Lincoln was the 16th president of the United States.

USER
How old was he when he died?

GOOGLE
Abhram Lincoln died at the age of 56.

USER
Where was he born?

GOOGLE
Hodgenville, KY.

A first time user can also be offered a tour of the VUI by the VUI itself, and
conversational design needs consideration for symmetrical tasks as well, such as
designing for both setting and cancelling an alarm. The VUI design sets the user
expectations. If a VUI triggers users to say "yes" multiple times in a row, an answer
containing very little information, it is advisable to rephrase the prompts to be more
specific. Another example used by Cathy Pearl [34] is when users have dictated or
written a message. The system can ask if the user wants to save or change the
message by saying "What would you like to do: send it or change it?", instead of
"Do you want to send or change it?", since the latter might result in an inconclusive
"yes!" [34]. Just as in everyday interactions with others, humans are more likely to
approve of a VUI if it has a personality. It is can be easier to create a consistent
dialogue and design if a persona for the system is used [20].

Sample Dialogues and Flow

Simply looking at one prompt at a time separately will not lead to a natural con-
versation, but instead result in graceless and stiff conversations. Sample dialogues
is a series of prompts and responses that be be used for conversational design, em-
phasizing on conversation. Cathy Pearl recommends [34] that the VUI designers
pick five of the most common user cases for the VUI, and write down some of the
blue sky/best case scenarios dialogues for these (sans misconceptions or errors), as
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well as a number of "error dialogues" where problems do occur. After or during the
process the dialogues are read aloud to determine if they are too awkward or too
formal. These dialogues can then be used in lofi user testing.
When the dialogues have been tested and iterated, the VUI’s flow can be sketched.
Flows in VUI design are diagrams that work as a map for all available "paths" that
can be taken through the system. In case if a very large number of possible paths
in an open ended conversation (the case with virtual assistants, in contrast to for
example IVR systems) the flows can be sorted into groups by type of interaction,
but all possible interactions does not need to be put in the diagram. [34]

Command-and-Control or Conversational

When designing the system, it is really the dialogues between the user and the inter-
face that are designed and structured [28]. There are different types of interaction
that a user can have with an IPA. In command-and-control interactions with voice
interfaces the users indicate that they are going to speak each time they talk to
the smart assistant, with the notable exception if the user asks a follow up question
within a reasonable time window (Pearl suggests 10 seconds as a starting point for
this window). This is an appropriate approach when the device/assistant does not
know then user will talk to it, to avoid interfering with a conversation or phrase
not meant for it and to allow the user to think before responding. The assistant
estimates when the user is done talking, and then responds. The conversation is not
anticipated to be continued after the first exchange. [34]
In a conversation longer than a short, single question interaction (with some possible
follow up questions) it is awkward and unnatural for humans to keep indicating that
they will continue to talk [34]. A more natural turn-taking technique is letting the
assistant for example use pauses, explicit direction or questions [34]. This type of
mode is called conversational.
It is possible to switch between command-and-control and conversational mode if the
situation makes it clear for the user that the mode has been switched. An example
of a suitable situation for switching mode is the Jeopardy! game on Echo where the
user does not need to use the activation word once the game has begun. [34]

Keep It Simple

As all vocal output is fleeting, the VUI’s interfaces have somewhat unique challenges,
and what to say is one of the most prominent issues for the user when confronted by
a VUI [28]. Similar to visual interfaces, where the user should be able to reach their
goal with as few clicks as possible, the designer should aim to limit the amount of
back and forth between the system and the user [34]. As the amount of clicks and
call and responses increase, so does the feeling that the task is dreary and bulky.
Cathy Pearl [34] uses the example of a system asking the user separately about their
street address, city, state and zipcode, compare to it asking “What is your complete
address?”. The first dialogue results in at least four responses, while the other one,
possible two if a confirmation prompt is used.
The rule of thumb to keep the back-and-forth limited is closely related to the prin-
ciple of keeping the interaction short. While a user of a visual interface can skim
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through information and only read what they find relevant, VUI users have to lin-
early listen to the system’s output [34], making a VUI is less scannable than a
GUI [43]. An additional factor to consider is humans (short) short-term memory,
that makes long instructions difficult to remember and follow [41]. It is therefore
important to keep it short, and only present the most critical information. This crit-
ical information in itself should additionally be hierarchically sorted after relevance.
Another example regarding this by Pearl [34] is when the system is presenting a
product from a shopping app using a VUI, where she recommends that the system
to describe the product with the information and the order title, price and rating.
The product can then be further described when the user asks for different details,
such as “read me the reviews” or “is it hardcover or paperback?” [34].

Context and Help

Providing context is important in a VUI, since there are no visual cues in the form
of buttons, menus or written information [34]. In addition to being less scannable,
speech is fleeting [41]. Once the system has said it, it is no longer presented to the
user, and available commands are not displayed [41]. The latter is linked to the
problem that discoverability poses in VUI’s [8]. A possible way to solve this is by
letting the system instruct the user with prompts how they can respond or act, by
for example saying “here are four recipes for ratatouille. You can ask me for more
information on any of them”. It is also crucial to enable the user to at all time be
able to locate themselves within the VUI when they ask for help. The help messages
should brief them about the current context, and prompt for common steps that
usually follow it. Common help phrases said by users are “help”, “what can I say?”,
“umm, I’m confused”, “where am I?”, and silence after the system prompts for input.
An example of a possible help message is “you can say ‘search’ at any time to search
for a new product” [34].

Disambiguation

There will be situations when the system will not get all the information it needs
from the user to take action, for example if they would ask to a location that can be a
reference to multiple places. When the user provides input that is inconclusive for the
system, it can be suitable for the system to use context to answer to avoid probing
the user for more information. Instead of adding more interactions, contextual
information can be used if possible. If the user has set their device to Stockholm,
they are most likely asking for the directions to the street Kungsgatan in Stockholm,
not other towns in Sweden . Information given previously in the dialogue can also
be used in similar fashion. If the user has previously asked about Stockholm in the
dialogue, the system can respond with the directions to Kungsgatan in Stockholm to
the user prompt “Give me directions to Kungsgatan”, despite the fact that there are
multiple streets named Kungsgatan i Sweden. If the VUI has no cues from dialogues
or the location, it has to ask for more information. [34]

Confirmations

Different types of confirmations in VUI’s can be used to inform the user that they are
understood, or not. Confirmations can be considered and added once an initial, basic
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flow and sample dialogues have been produced. There is a fine balance between too
much and too little confirmation, where extensive confirmation might mean accuracy
but also frustrate the user. Pearl recommends the designer to consider some of the
following when developing the confirmations; what are the consequences if there is
a misunderstanding? With which modalities does the system give feedback to the
user? Should explicit confirmation, implicit or a combination of both be used? [34]
Implicit feedback means that the user has to confirm the information, for example "I
think you want to play episode three of Melodikrysset. Is that correct?". An implicit
confirmation is if the system in the same situation instead responds "OK, playing
episode three of Melodikrysset...", or simply " Melodikrysset [plays episode]". For
the latter it can be wise to let the user go back to the previous state, or revoke the
action. [34]

Handling Errors

Interactive voice responses (IVR’s) have traditionally handled undetected speech, or
inability to interpret it, by asking the user the repeat themselves. Silence from a user
who is interacting with an IVR indicates that the the system is malfunctioning, or
the call has been hung up. Additionally, they used a fixed script that requires certain
input from the user. When the system asks for the speaker to repeat themselves, it
is possible to accidentally cause the system and user to awkwardly cut each other off.
However, IPA’s do not use a fixed script, and many interactions can be a simple one-
off command. All errors might not need to be handled. Humans are likely to respond
to a VUI device’s silence by repeating themselves. This intuitive reaction can be
used by the designer, instead of letting the system ask for a repetion. A general
clue for error handling is to consider how human interaction are constructed, and
unwritten social rules. [34]
There are multiple sub-genres of errors. Some of them can be categorized as no
speech detected, speech detected but not recognized, incorrect interpretation, and
correct interpretation with incorrect action taken by the system. Recognized and
incorrectly handled input, for example hearing "I want to listen to melodic crusade"
instead of "I want to listen to Melodikrysset", is difficult to solve without improving
the speech interpretation part of the VUI. An possible modus to avoid such situations
is to create a system that will suggest the most likely options, based on data analysis
of user behaviour. Escalating error-strategies is to either remind the user of the
required input again, or to add more information to the error message when it is
repeated. [34]
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4 Method

The method consisted of six parts; (1) a literature study, (2) a questionnaire, an
analyze of Google Analytics data and an interview with NPR, (3) a workshop with
users, (4) a brainstorming session with the Innovation team at SR, (5) a Wizard of Oz
test and (6) a conclusion of the four previous parts, where the findings were compiled
into recommendations/guidelines. See figure 2 for a model over the method. The
target group for the questionnaire and workshop were radio listeners who took part
of radio material at least partially digitally, to avoid including leaned back listeners
with low motivation to be engaged in the material. As the time ran out for the
initial workshop, an additional one was held with the Innovation team. The one
performed with the Innovation team was branded as a brainstorming session, but
shared the same layout. The Wizard of Oz-prototype was iterated once, and tested
on students. See 2 for the different parts and flow of the method.

Figure 2: The six steps of the method; literature study, data collecting and ana-
lyzing (questionnaire, Google Analytics data and interview with NPR),
The two workshops, Wizard of Oz and compiling the results.

4.1 Literature Study

Prior to performing any practical tasks, a literature study was performed to acquire
an understanding of the VUI history, contemporary design principles for VUI and
current smart assistants, such as Google Assistant and Alexa. This part of the study
consisted mainly of analyzing scientific articles, books and master theses, but was
supplemented with tech-blogs and news articles since the field quickly evolves and
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changes. This study helped to identify the main challenges and possibilities for voice
control, and verified approaches to designing VUI. The first part of the literature
study was followed by a similar investigation in SR’s and NPR’s material and history,
and the behaviour of SR’s listeners. This was done by using public material on SR’s
and NPR’s websites, internal reports, previous findings in user testing at SR and
tech-blogs. The master theses, articles and books were found using Google Scholar
1, the DiVA-portal 2 and references used in relevant articles.

4.2 Data Collection and Analyzing

The quantitative data compiling consisted of a questionnaire, Google Analytics-
data collected and analyzed by the digital team on SR and an interview with Tejan
Tepas on NPR. To verify the collected and analyzed data from the questionnaire, it
was compared to Google Analytics-data from SR’s website. The latter was used to
identify the most common search words, and the most visited features and programs
in the app and the website.

4.2.1 Questionnaire

A questionnaire was created in Google Forms to pinpoint desirable features for voice
control from the listener’s point of view regarding on demand material. It was largely
based on previous work by Arkenson [3] in her article about voice controlled music
in the car, where Likert-type items 3 were used to identify attractive features in
music services for car drivers.
The questionnaire used for this thesis was written in Swedish, as the majority of SR’s
content is in Swedish. The questions were based around existing features in SR Play,
to limit the possible functionality and to ground the questions in a already existing,
and researched, solution. To ensure that the questionnaire was adequate and to
minimize unfortunate wording, a pilot version was deliberated with the Innovation
team at SR and iterated twice, resulting in a pilot, and later a final version. The pilot
questionnaire that was sent out indicated that some features stood out as desirable,
but the collected data also highlighted problematic phrases that could possible cause
incorrect answers and contradictory questions. None of the collected answers from
the pilot were used or considered, other than to evaluate the questions.
The final version of the questionnaire was compared to internal reports regarding
how listeners behave when they listen to FM radio versus on demand-material, and
evaluated and discussed by the Innovation team. This version of the questionnaire
contained a elimination question that asked if the respondent listened to radio in
any capacity. The question was meant to exclude respondents with no interest for
radio whatsoever, or those who only listened to FM-radio. These listeners tend

1https://scholar.google.se/
2http://www.diva-portal.org/smash/search.jsf?dswid=-392
3Likert-type items refer to single questions that are partially similar to the initial combination

of Likert scale alternatives. Both “alternative-batches” use Likert-type items, but if a scale is used
the different Likert-type items are treated as a single combined score or variable during the data
analysis, whereas the other possibility is to set them apart. [4] [6]
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to be significantly less motivated to actively make decisions and interact with the
material, making them irrelevant for a service that requires such a behaviour.
The initial two questions were used to collect information about the respondent,
followed by four questions about radio listening-behaviour to encourage the respon-
dent to reflect on how and when they interact with SR. The reflective questions
were followed by 11 Likert type-items, with five alternatives ranging from very un-
likely to highly likely. The questionnaire ended with six questions about attitude
and familiarity with voice control, and a sign up for a workshop for voice controlled
radio with SR. The questionnaire can be found in appendix A. The questions are
summarized in table 1.

4.2.2 Analysing the questionnaire

After the responses were collected from the questionnaire (with the goal to have a
minimum of 80 responses) the Likert-type items were analyzed according to practice
[4] by calculating the median for each question, while the other questions were
analysed using bar charts created in Excel.

4.2.3 Google Analytics for SR Play and sr.se

To compare the result from the questionnaire to current user behaviour, user data
from SR’s website and mobile application were analysed. The technical team at SR
provided raw Google Analytics-data from the 100 most used functions in SR Play,
the 100 most popular programs seen to user traffic on SR’s website, and the 100
most used used search words on SR’s website. The statistics provided was from
July, October and December 2016.
For the data showing the most used functions it was relevant to select from rank
one (1), until all suggested functions in the questionnaire were included from the
top 100 most used. If the suggested functions were not a part of the top 100, they
were considered irrelevant by default.

4.3 Interview with NPR One

To get insights from a radio operator with experience of voice control, a product
owner at NPR One was approached for an interview. The goal for the interview
was to find out how a previous creator of interfaces for voice controlled radio have
proceeded, and the problems they have encountered. It was also of interest to
investigate possible collaborations with Google’s or Amazon’s IPAs.
Since NPR is located in the US, the interview was performed using Skype. The
questions were prepared beforehand and discussed with the head of the Innovation
team. They can be found in appendix B. The audio recording in Quicktime was
used to capture the interview.
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Table 1: The questions in the questionnaire. The options in the multiple options
are disclosed in the appendix. MC: Multiple choice, Likert TI: Likert
type-item, OE:Open ended.

Question Type
1 Age MC
2 Gender MC
3 How do you mainly listen to radio? MC
4 Do you listen to Swedish Radio? MC
5 How do you usually find content from Swedish Radio? MC
6 In which situations at home do you listen to radio? MC

7 Estimate how likely it is that you would use the
following options when you listen to radio digitally:

Pause/start Likert TI
Choose program from channel Likert TI
Choose program from category Likert TI
Hear latest news Likert TI
Browse popular episodes Likert TI
Continue to listen to started material Likert TI
Choose from favourites Likert TI
Choose from downloaded Likert TI
Set channel as alarm Likert TI
Search Likert TI
Latest traffic news Likert TI

8 Have you ever tried voice control? Yes/No
9 How interested are you in trying out new technology? Scale 1-5
10 Do you own a smart voice controlled assistant? MC
11 Would you consider using voice control to listen to radio? MC

12
Provide your email address if you would like to
participate in a workshop with SR for voice controlled
radio.

OE
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4.4 Workshops

Voice controlled radio is a new, mostly unexplored field for SR, an exploratory design
approach was used, in the form of a design workshop, to perform generative research
[13]. Generative research uses participatory design activities to create concepts, and
to gain a deeper understanding of user demands and expectations [14]. The method
is described in the book Universal Methods for Design [13] as being a fun, creative
and efficient modus to gain the trust of stakeholder, in this case Swedish Radio
listeners.
Kate Kaplan at Nielsen Norman Group (NNG) argues that the best practice for
collecting knowledge and producing new ideas is by bringing people together. Ka-
plan further attests to that this is necessary to create a consolidated and integrated
user experience [19]. Suitable participants were selected by utilizing user profiles,
with the goal of creating a diverse group with different opinions, age, interests and
experience according to recommendations for workshops [35]. In the second ques-
tionnaire a question asked the respondent if they were interested in participating in
a voice control workshop with SR. Kerstin Karlsson, quality developer and feedback
manager for P4/P5 at SR, provided four participants from P4’s and P5’s listener
panels. To entice possible participants, those who were contacted were informed
that a giftcard of 800 SEK would be given out to those who participated.
The profile was a person of any gender, over 18 years of age, who was somewhat
familiar with SR and interested in trying voice control. To make sure that potential
issues were sorted out before the real workshop, a test run of the workshop was
performed with SR’s Innovation team.

4.4.1 Workshop Goals

An important part of the workshop was to get its participants to examine and ex-
plore voice controlled radio together, making it an interactive workshop [33]. To
yield reliable result for VUI design, the workshop was rooted in the instructions and
recommendations given in the design tool-chapter in Designing Voice User Interfaces
[34]; six blue sky scenarios conversations, were constructed from the top three most
common use cases, as well as two conversations where problems occurred. To facil-
itate and concretize the steps in the workshop, a six step model proposed by NNG
was used [19]. In Designing Voice User Interfaces [34] Cathy Pearl recommends to
use five common use cases, but since the workshop time was limited only three were
chosen.
First, the goals were articulated in the form of a description of the optimal end state
for the workshop’s output. The purpose of this was to make sure that the remaining
five steps were geared towards that end state. The end state of this workshop fell
into the category generation, meaning it generated new ideas and thought patterns
[19]. The model then recommends the workshop administrator(s) to ask themselves
“What questions must be answered in order for me to move toward my end-state
goal?”. By answering these questions the gap between the desired end state and the
current state could be decreased. Relevant questions to answer were,

1. How does the audience perceive voice control?
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2. Which potential roadblocks exist for using voice control to listen to SR?

3. Which possibilities could come from using voice control to listen to SR?

4. How will success with voice control be measured for the audience?

5. What defines the ideal user experience of the four of the most common use
cases?

The questions were divided into two categories; one (1) to three (3) were to under-
standing the audience and their current relationship with and view of voice control,
while four (4) to five (5) were regarding the user experience of voice control. The
first battery of questions had the intention to invite the participants to consider
their behaviour regarding listening to radio, their relationship to voice control and
how it would affect interactions with radio. The second was focused on determine
actual desirable interactions with SR’s material using voice control. For step three
the two categories of questions, determined in the previous step, were assigned a
respective approach each.
To make the participants feel comfortable and at ease, as well as getting the most out
of them, they were instructed to introduce themselves with name, their occupation
and why they were there [10], as well as their experience of voice control. A paper
agenda in Swedish with the planned activities was handed out (see appendix B),
and an additional agenda with details was handed out for the dialogue-portion of
the workshop (see appendix C). To set a creative mood and make the agenda visual,
it had illustrations and a somewhat playful layout with outlines speech bubbles
[33]. The speech-bubbles used in the agenda came from an Illustrator tutorial 4.
The second part of the handed out agenda contained instructions for the dialogues,
and a number of different questions that the participants could ask themselves to
get started. This was inspired by Arkenson’s instructions during her voice control
workshop [3]. During the entire duration of the workshop, a slide presentation
projected on a screen showed the current activity on the agenda.

4.4.2 Workshop Layout

The first two parts of the workshop consisted of a type of brainstorming called
creative silence, and was used to help participants to actively engage and be creative
in the sometimes challenging “on the spot”-thinking [33] regarding voice control.
The same method was used in the final part, but each brainstorming was followed
a group discussion after the individual thoughts had been shared. The latter was
to ensure that the participants felt that their opinions were heard and valued, and
to give the workshop coordinator an opportunity to answer question [33]. To set a
calm ambiance and avoid that the atmosphere would become stiff and too silent,
a playlist with low key, soothing music played during the brainstorming sessions 5.
Finally, a brightly lit room was chosen, with good quality refreshments, to elevate
the experience for the participants [33]. The workshop consisted of four parts, shown
in the list and in figure 3.

4https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/originals/65/f5/7a/65f57a9589caf275a846c71b4eb1f812.png
5”IQ and Creativity Increase - Rain fall Binaural Relaxation two in one”, uploaded on Youtube by

the user Zakaos Breedlove Ewing https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VBwXanY73mc&t=3353s
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1. The participants were given an introduction to the topic and why they were
there. After the introduction each participant introduced themselves to the
rest of the group to break the ice.

2. The workshop was initiated by a short warm up, to set a creative mood and
make the participants feel relaxed. The participants were given three minutes
to write down things they considered bad on post-its, such as stale bread, late
busses or wet socks. This was then followed by an additional three minutes
where they were asked to write down services that they liked. After the second
session they were instructed to pair together their “bad” post-its with their
“good” services, to solve the problem on the “bad” post-it. When the pairings
were complete each participant presented their solutions.

3. In the second part of the workshop the participants were given six minutes to
write down problems with combining radio and voice control on pink post-its,
followed by an additional six minutes writing down the possibilities on green
post-its. Afterwards each participant took a turn to explain their thoughts
post-it by post-it in front of the group, with some room for discussion.

4. During the third and final workshop phase the participants were divided into
the two groups 1 and 2 to produce example dialogues for different use cases.
Each group was given a separate set of two common cases for voice control and
radio, with the instruction to create a dialogue for each case individually. The
individual brainstorming was given five minutes, and the dialogues were then
presented to the group by each participant. The participants were allowed
to produce more than one dialogue to present. After all group members had
shown their dialogues, they were instructed to together discuss their dialogues,
and if possible determine one or more dialogues that was considered the most
appropriate. See figure five for an overview.

Figure 3: The four steps of the workshop; introduction to the subject and of the
participants to each other, warm up, brainstorming about SR and voice
control, and developing dialogues for the scenarios.
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Figure 4: The layout for the two groups, 1 and 2, and the distribution of the
scenarios in the workshop. During the first turn of the scenarios, 1
would receive scenario 1 and group 2 scenario 2. For the second round
the groups were given two new scenarios, 3 and 4.

4.5 Brainstorming With the Innovation Team

The designated time for the initial workshop with SR listeners ran out, before the
second batch of scenarios were discussed. A separate brainstorming session with the
Innovation team for these scenarios was therefore carried out with the Innovation
team. The participants were divided into two groups, and then given one of the
remaining two scenarios each. They were given the same instructions as the users in
step three of the workshop, to create a dialogue for each case individually. The indi-
vidual brainstorming was given five minutes, and the dialogues were then presented
to the group by each participant. As the Innovation team cannot substitute actual
users, the brainstorming regarding the dialogues was mostly focused on problem
solving, possibilities and problems with voice controlled radio.

4.6 Wizard of Oz-prototype (WOz)

The Wizard of Oz is a prototyping tool used to evaluate human-computer interac-
tion, named after an American musical from 1939. The musical features a regular
man imitating a powerful wizard, hiding behind a curtain [23]. The tester plays the
role of the fake wizard, controlling the system. The user interacts with a system
that seems to be intelligent, but is in fact controlled by a human.
WOz-prototypes are a low-cost, efficient lofi prototype tool to use early in the design
process [34, 5], that enables the designer to try a VUI-design. The format keeps the
prompt- and dialog flow design flexible to change and accommodations, and does not
require coding or technical support for voice recognition and interpretation. Pearl
recommends that there are two testers present during user testing, one in the role
as the wizard, who is playing the role of the VUI agent, and one in the role as the
note-taker [34]. IBM Knowledge Center only mentions a wizard and a user in their
recommendations and instructions for Wizard of Oz-testing. The minimal resources
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needed are a user, a wizard and a paper script [5].
Since the user should believe, or pretend, that they are interacting with a real
system, the wizard should not improvise their responses, and know the script well.
This requires that system’s behaviour is clear before the testing is launched. The
wizard should also be able to respond in real-time to the user, and resist the urge to
solve problems in the script and thereby not properly showing faulty conversational
flows. [26]
The goal of conceiving and testing a prototype was to estimate its functionality,
how comfortable the users found VUI as a concept, identify issues, and to assess
how useful and desirable the users found the solution. The script for the Wizard
of Oz-test performed in this thesis was based on the VUI-design findings in the
literature study, the dialogues and user opinions collected from the workshop, and
the interview with NPR One. All dialogue written and tested were in Swedish. The
three blue sky scenarios used in the workshop were additionally used as scenarios
in the WOz-test. They were given some more details regarding program names and
dates. The script only covered dialogue for the scenarios, with the exception of
general error-handling. The Wizard took into account earlier behaviour, to imitate
a real conversation with a human. They also listened for key words, with little focus
on the word order. As long as the user mentioned, for example, “Sommar”, the
Wizard decided that the system was aware that they meant “Sommar & Vinter i
P1”. This was to avoid frustrating hang-ups on exact phrasing. A member of the
Innovation team, an experienced radio host, recorded the system-phrases to give it
a professional, radio-host air. The pre-recording also meant that the Wizard could
not improvise phrases. To keep track of the script and the system’s responses, a
simple GUI was created in HTML, CSS and Javascript. Printscreens of the GUI
can be found in appendix C. Using the GUI the Wizard could click on the recorded
responses according to the script. The test was followed by a short interview, where
the users were asked the following questions, inspired by Gary Perlman’s After-
Scenario Questionnaire [22]. The system was given the name SR Röst, so that the
users and the test-facilitator could refer to it.

• How did you perceive the performance of the different scenarios? Seen to time,
experience and support from the system.

• What did you find difficult to do?

• What did you find easy to do?

• Did SR Röst feel consistent?

• How did you find the systems side of the conversation?

• When would you find SR Röst useful?

Three tests were performed remotely over Google Hangouts, where the Wizard and
the tester had a laptop each. The other three were performed using a speaker, with
the Wizard in the same room as the tester. The latter required the Wizard to sit
behind the user, controlling a speaker put in front of the user.
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4.7 Compiling Guidelines

The results from the NPR interview, literature study, questionnaire, workshop and
WOz-prototype was compiled in to voice control-guidelines for SR, regarding both
conversations, branding and categorizing of material.
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5 Result

The quantitative data from the questionnaire resulted in 11 Likert-scale modes for
the suggested functionalities. 21 diagrams for the questionnaire’s reflective questions
can be found in appendix B. The data from Google Analytics resulted in a table
with the top 37 of the most used functions in SR Play, two tables with the top 10
programs with the highest frequency of user traffic in SR Play and sr.se respectively,
and the top 11 most common search words on sr.se.
The qualtitative data came from the interview with NPR, the workshop with five SR
listeners, and a brainstorming session with the Innovation team at SR. The interview
with NPR resulted in some insight to how hey have worked with IPA’s, seen to both
their own material and the manufacturers of IPA’s. The user workshop resulted in
10 dialogues, and a multitude of ideas for possibilities and potential problems with
voice control of SR. The workshop with the Innovation team generated additional
ideas for possibilities and potential problems, seen from SR’s perspective.
The WOz-prototype gave an insight to how users approached the system, how they
felt about using voice control, the different way they handled the scenarios and what
they thought of the solution.

5.1 Questionnaire

The questionnaire received 165 respondents; 52,5% were men, 46,3% were women
and 1,2% were other, or chose to not state their gender. A total of 130 completed
the questionnaire in its entirety, while 35 responded that they either mostly listened
to FM radio or did not listen to radio in any capacity, making them irrelevant for
the remainder of it.
Of those who answered 64,2% were between 21 and 30, 19,4% between 31-40, 7,9%
were 41-50, and 7,9% 51+. The biggest chunk, 35.6%, listened to FM-radio, but
sometimes pod casts, the website and/or app. The second most common answer
was pod cast. Approximately 11% did not listen to radio at all, listened strictly
to FM-radio or live-transmissions via app or website, respectively. Of the 130 who
responded to all of the questions, 118 answered that they listen to SR, and two (2)
that they did not listen to SR but other radio, while the rest did not listen to radio.
The mode was calculated for each Likert-type item (see table 2). Two alternatives
received a majority of “very unlikely”, two a majority of “neutral”, five a majority
of “likely” and two a majority of “very likely”, meaning that the overall rating of
the all available alternatives were positive (seven out (7) of 13 questions were either
“likely” or “very likely”). The result of the questionnaire is attached as appendix B.
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Figure 5: Responses to "How do you mainly listen to radio?". n = 130

5.2 User data

Raw data from Google Analytics, provided by the digital team at SR, for the visit
counts, sessions and page views for the content categories in SR Play, the functions
in SR Play (iOS users), and the most common search words on sr.se. The data is
divided into subcategories for sr.se and SR Play, as well as different time sections.

5.2.1 Functions in SR Play

Tables 3 and 4 on shows the functions in iOS SR Play, ranked by the amount of
users, sessions and screens views in July, October and December 2016,. The top
100 functions were selected from Google Analytics in SR Play, 1-41 are presented
in the table. 37 posts were selected since this chunk encompassed all the suggested
Likert-scale item functionalities touched in the questionnaire.

5.2.2 Popular Shows and Search Words

Table 5 show the ten (10) most popular programs on SR’s website in July, October
and December 2016, seen to user traffic. The programs Sommar Vinter i P1, P3
Dokumentär (P3 Documentary), Ekot and Melodikrysset were in the top 6 for all
three months. Table 6 shows the corresponding data for SR Play. The programs
Sommar & Vinter i P1, P3 Dokumentär (P3 Documentary), and Ekot were in
the top 6 for all three months. Table 7 in the shows the top eleven (11) most
common search words on SR’s website in July, October and December 2016. Searches
performed with no input ("not set") was the third most common "search" in July,
and the most common in October and December. The empty searches have not been
presented in the table, since these are not applicable and/or useful. For all three
months the searches "Dokumentär/dokumentär", "ekot" and "melodikrysset" were in
the top eleven.
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Table 2: The calculated mode for each Likert item in the questionnaire. The num-
ber in the parenthesis shows the amount of answers that the aligned with
the mode, out of the 130 answers.

Options for digital radio listening Mode

Pause/start Very likely (66)

Choose program from channel Likely (41)

Choose program from category Likely (46)

Hear latest news Neutral (44)

Browse popular episodes Likely (52)

Continue to listen to started material Very likely (58)

Choose from favourites Neutral (37)

Choose from downloaded Likely (37)

Set channel as alarm Very unlikely (46)

Search Likely (43)

Latest traffic news Very unlikely (45)
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Table 3: The functions in SR Play iOS, ranked by the amount of users, sessions and
screens views. The top 100 functions were selected from Google Analytics,
1-24 are presented in the table. The data was collected October 2016.

Rank Screen Name Users Sessions Screen Views

1 Live 800389 1788968 7284753

2 Menu 515727 198185 4869472

3 Episodes (list) 431520 1197909 5859708

4 Extra transmissions 357548 108236 2272357

5 Programs 328947 46077 2137720

6 Player 309415 682581 2622024

7 Search 211798 89710 1001905

8 Episodes 210460 208012 1735408

9 Tableau P1 188069 325805 1216437

10 Tableau P3 142613 148615 540474

11 Program (list) P1 135712 53163 1411513

12 Push open 131617 249941 352157

13 Downloaded episodes (list) 113951 381421 1021778

14 Favourite programs (new) 106640 265764 1294146

15 Program (list) P3 93742 12151 467773

16 Latest news programs (list) 80602 28710 563625

17 Popular episodes (list) 75011 25206 202132

18 Favourite programs 67654 66428 759994

19 Program (list) Documentary 67043 11084 587445

20 Tableau P2 Music 60510 24459 145779

21 Program (list) All 57360 7786 232642

22 Player read more 50821 6318 104752

23 Settings 44848 9448 94177

24 Keep listening 35805 19833 113001
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Table 4: The functions in SR Play iOS, ranked by the amount of users, sessionsand
screens views. The top 100 functions were selected from Google Analytics,
25-37 are presented in the table. The data was collected October 2016.

Rank Screen name Users Sessions Screen Views

25 Tableau P4 Stockholm 35563 40244 152395

26 Tableau P5 Stockholm 32922 10060 62015

27 Player menu 27335 67 169894

28 Extra live 24547 5505 62436

29 Tableau P4 Göteborg 21295 22063 86137

30 Program (list) P2 Språk och musik 20481 3336 82407

31 Tableau P4 Plus 15119 10631 46862

32 Sleep timer settings 13558 1021 136321

33 Program (list) Music 12899 1385 35739

34 Tableau P4 Malmöhus 12897 14267 52002

35 Tableau P3 Star 12709 8777 34677

36 Tableau Sisuradio 12689 3290 20112

37 Alarmclock settings 12583 27043 97922
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Table 5: The top ten (10) most popular programs seen to user traffic on SR’s
website in July, October and December 2016.

Rank Program name Users Total Events

July 1 Sommar & vinter i P1 426151 1327712

2 P3 Documentary 73385 243134

3 Ekot 27741 81783

4 P1 Documentary 22238 61321

5 Melodikrysset 20483 36901

6 P3 serie 13271 60236

7 Creepypodden with Jack Werner 12585 55417

8 Allvarligt Talat 10095 22909

9 Call P1 - 099-510 10 8307 23675

10 Ligga med P3 8173 19014

October 1 P3 Documentary 70314 237148

2 Sommar & vinter i P1 31713 88077

3 Ekot 27645 84526

4 Melodikrysset 22874 43306

5 P1 Documentary 20025 50552

6 Spanarna 17364 41689

7 Creepypodden with Jack Werner 16497 75047

8 Morgonpasset i P3 13816 69182

9 Ekots lördagsintervju 12749 19121

10 Kropp & Själ 12155 22461

December 1 Julkalendern 2016: Lyckoborgen 120394 530816

2 P3 Documentary 50843 165443

3 Sommar & vinter i P1 33339 75943

4 Ekot 25190 75248

5 P1 Documentary 23644 56096

6 Melodikrysset 19694 35824

7 Spanarna 15169 34178

8 Filosofiska rummet 11313 20888

9 Creepypodden with Jack Werner 10697 42399

10 Morgonpasset i P3 10357 45935
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Table 6: The top ten (10) most popular programs seen to user traffic in SR Play
in July, October and December 2016.

Rank Program name Users Total Events

July 1 Sommar & vinter i P1 411516 3726611

2 P3 Documentary 132506 992779

3 Ekot 70872 449675

4 P1 Documentary 59283 290122

5 Godmorgon, världen! 23621 109092

6 Allvarligt talat 20801 72786

7 Kropp & själ 20746 80193

8 Studio ett 16301 140508

9 Spanarna 14942 69005

10 Filosofiska rummet 14925 49205

October 1 P3 Documentary 118336 1057137

2 Ekot 60650 456783

3 P1 Documentary 49077 227481

4 Sommar & vinter i P1 45785 261616

5 Spanarna 36885 218526

6 Godmorgon, världen! 28518 148443

7 P4 Documentary 26926 97191

8 Kropp & själ 25765 98406

9 Ekots lördagsintervju 22530 69831

10 Filosofiska rummet 21272 74257

December 1 P3 Documentary 102603 651173

2 Sommar & vinter i P1 61448 236398

3 Ekot 58207 414324

4 P1 Documentary 52779 220115

5 Julkalendern 2016: Lyckoborgen 50412 401903

6 Spanarna 35398 176867

7 Godmorgon, världen! 26621 104525

8 Kropp & själ 24232 83372

9 P4 Documentary 23306 62667

10 Filosofiska rummet 21865 70184
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Table 7: The top eleven (11) mostly used search words on SR’s website in July,
October and December 2016.

Rank Event Label Total Events

July 1 Sommar 5941

2 sommar 5828

4 Sommarpratare 1055

5 dokumentär 1042

6 ekot 991

7 sommarpratare 899

8 sommar i p1 825

9 melodikrysset 823

10 Dokumentär 668

11 Sommarpratarna 629

October 2 ekot 1264

3 dokumentär 1151

4 melodikrysset 832

5 spanarna 689

6 p4 540

7 p3 505

8 Dokumentär 504

9 stil 504

10 ring p1 481

11 tendens 470

December 2 lyckoborgen 1073

3 ekot 905

4 dokumentär 825

5 julkalendern 789

6 Lyckoborgen 703

7 julmusik 673

8 Julkalendern 665

9 Julkalender 623

10 melodikrysset 621

11 jul 540
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5.3 Interview with Tejas Mistry (NPR)

The interview was performed over Skype, with Tomas Granryd and Tejas Mistry
attending. The audio was intended to be catched with Quicktime’s audio recording,
but due to technical problems no audio was recorded. In Mistry’s opinion there
are three different kinds of interaction with the Google Assistant; direct interaction,
conversational and interaction using an agent. The first, direct action, is those that
require the user ask Google Assistant commands such as “OK Google, play pod-
cast. . . ”. The podcast is then provided by NPR One’s open API. Narrative news
from NPR can be provided by Google Assistant, if the user selects them as news
partners in the Google Assistant application. The third type of interaction was de-
scribed as a Google action, where the user initiates a conversation with NPR through
the Google Assistant by saying “OK Google, talk to NPR”. This conversation only
supports output audio that is maximally two minutes, since Google has set this as
a roof. NPR naturally wants the possibility to have longer output audio, since the
constraint means that it is not possible to play full-length material longer than two
minutes.
NPR had approached and suggested to Google approximately 10 use cases, but
they lacked technical support currently to be able to encompass these. Google
are in a state with Google Home and Google Assistant where they are trying to
ascertain where to go next, and the service is still hampered by severe technical
limitations, according to Mistry. The market is still in the early adopter stage, and
the roadmap is affected by limited availability. The focus now lies on how to integrate
commercials, music services, live streams and applications that are commonly used
everyday, such as Uber and pizza delivery services.
When it came to user behaviour, Mistry considers the most used functionality for
IPA’s to be to raise or lower the volume, set a timer, ask the assistant to tell a
fact, start playing music, tell the weather or do a calculation, or switching content
or story. He has also experienced that the use of IPA’s is habitual; users enjoy
interacting with them in a way that fits their routines, such as catching up with the
news, listening to the weather report, the traffic and local stations. He also believed
discoverability to be one of the biggest challenges for the VUI.
NPR has considered using previews to content, such as teaser trailers, but it was not
implemented when the interview took place. It is not possible to search using key
words in the NPR applications for VUI, but this and the possibility to key content
for later is also of interest for NPR further ahead. A concept for this would be to
let the user “save” material, and make it possible for the to reengage with it later.

5.4 Workshop with Users

Five out of the six planned participants for the workshop were able to attend, three
women and two men. They were aged between 25 and 57, had different occupations,
and their technical experience and interest ranged from uninterested and often un-
comfortable, to actively working with or studying IT and technology. None of the
participants had ever used Google Home or Echo, but they all were familiar with
Siri and the majority had tried using an IVR-system. When the attendants were
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divided into two groups, group 1 consisted of two women and one man, and group
2 of a woman and a man.

Figure 6: The two subgroups of users in the workshop. To the left is group 1 with
two women and one man. To the right is group 2, with a woman and a
man.

Figure 7: Some of the post-its produced by the workshop participants.

5.4.1 Problems With Voice Controlled Radio

All participants mentioned misconceptions as a possible problem, and many brought
up that it might mean costly investment for SR and listeners to develop and facilitate
the voice control interface. Four out of the five participants wrote down concerns for
how the service would (or rather, would not) handle different dialects and accents,
with one participant showing a sketch on Youtube about a voice controlled elevator
in Scotland as an example. Two thought that the group of individuals who were
willing to buy devices such as Echo were not in the same pool as those who enjoy
listening to SR, meaning that the target group for voice controlled SR very small.
One participant thought that users having too low expectations of the interface,
caused by previous interactions with IVRs, might become a problem. Another par-
ticipant brought up the question of how the service would handle different types
of user profiles, and suggested that the it could acknowledge new voices, as well
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as creating different profiles for different voices. This was somewhat mirrored by
another participant, who wanted the service to be able to adapt the user’s profile to
their current mood, by for example being light hearted and at ease if the user was
relaxed. The user was additionally concerned how it would handle multiple persons
speaking simultaneously (the content playing included), and that the service might
butt in uninvited. Who would be in charge? An individual participant noted that
they were curious how to use the service offline, and another that it might lag if
mobile data was used. Safe search for children to avoid unsuitable hits, ambiguously
named content or ambiguous search words when searching, and the service being
too abstract and/or complicated were also raised as concerns.

5.4.2 Possibilities With Voice Controlled Radio

All participants mentioned comfort and convenience in some form as a benefit, such
as an aid for listeners with visual or movement disabilities, easy to use once you get
use to the platform and service, and easier to browse and find material from SR.
Three also brought up the technical gains of developing a voice controlled service for
home assistants and being at the frontier of technology, since public service should
meet their listeners on all public platforms, and that it could possibly make SR an
attractive workplace. First-mover advantage, the possibility to create an addictive
and/or habit forming service with loyal users, and the opportunity to open up for
service and cooperation with additional actors, were also mentioned by the users as
possibilities.
One of the participant thought that the technology was somewhat “cool” and in-
triguing, and other that it would be a technical leap for SR. The participant that
was the most sceptical to technology thought that the service might be easy to use,
once the user has learned it, even so if they are not technically savvy. A related
opinion was that the service might attract a new, technically interested demographic
that previously have not listened to SR.
In addition to being convenient, many brought up the fact that the platform and
voice control could be designed to make browsing i SR’s archive easier (one attendant
said that the search could become “channel-independent”), and that it could make
it possible to browse with search spoken words.

5.4.3 Dialogues

All participants spent time contemplating how they wished to address the assistant
(including which name or epithet to use), and four out of five came to the conclusion
individually that the service should have a personal profile for each user.
Group 1 were given the scenario “Play a previous episode of Melodikrysset from
P4”. During the discussion they all felt that their separate, individual dialogues
were similar.

— Alexa, play Melodikrysset from [date].
— I found “Melodikrysset” in P4, [date]. Do you want to listen to it?
— Yes.
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— I found “P3 documentary, Melodikrysset” in P3, [date]. Do you want
to listen to it?
— No, try again.
— I found . . . (Participant E from group 1)

— Activate search / search.
— “Search mode” activated. What do you want to listen to?
— Melodikrysset.
— Okey. Which date?
— Ehm. . . Like, two weeks ago?
— Okey. Is it the episode that aired March 20?
— Hmm, no, earlier.
— Okej, March 13.
— Yep!
— The episode is starting.

(Participant L from group 1)

Regarding the personal profile, L thought that the user should decide if the interac-
tion would be short or detailed, if the voice would have a specific dialect, be male
or female, or be a celebrity. She also wrote down that the user should decide the
name for the system.

— Hi Alexa.
— Hi K, how can I help you? / What do you want to do today/now?
— I want to listen to Melodikrysset from two weeks ago.
— Do you want me to play Melodikrysset from Saturday March 25? /
March 25 or March 18?
— Yes, please. Alexa plays the program.

(Participant K from group 1)

— Alexa?
— Yes.
— I want to change program
— To what? I would like recommend something similar to your previous
choices.
— Yes that’s okay, it would be great if it is something with a lot of music.
— Here comes xxx. . .
— Thank you.

(Participant K from group 1)

Participant K also wrote down that she wanted to shape a personal profile, where
the user can decide if they want the voice to be male, female or a celebrity, and that
the name for the system should be a personal setting.
Group 2 were given the scenario “Browse popular episodes from P3 Documentary,
and play an interesting one”. The two group members ended up with two separate
and dissimilar dialogues.
Participant H wrote the following dialogue,
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— Kalle!
— I’m ready!
— I want to search for documentaries in P3.
— Do you know which program you want to hear?
— No.
— Do you want it in alphabetical order, after time or most popular?
— Most popular.
— I will count some, say yes when you have found what you want to
hear.

(Participant H from group 2)

Participant V did not write an entire dialogue, but rather a short prelude to a
dialogue, and the remainder as a description.

— I want to listen to a documentary.
— Theme?
— I want to listen to one that is popular/has many listeners.
— The latest month? Year? Week?
— Week.
— National? Foregin? + [Presentation of depending on different themes
here].

I say for example national, and a theme that interests me. The system
suggests circa 5 examples, and a description to each. I choose one that
sounds interesting by saying the number, and the system plays what I
have chosen. If I have chosen something that was not that great, I say
Stop, go to next. The system then plays next.

(Participant V from group 2)

Group 2 did ended up with somewhat similar individual solutions, but disagreed on
how long the interaction would be. Participant H wanted a longer conversation, with
long descriptions, while V multiple times expressed the importance for her that the
interaction would be as short as possible, otherwise she would become frustrated
and lose interest. They both pointed out the importance of getting some sort of
a description, and V compared it to reading the backside of a book. During the
discussion between the two groups, all attendants agreed that it would be important
that the system would be sensitive to who was currently using it, and that it would
remember preferences, and that those change. Participant K thought that it should
be possible to "like" content.

5.5 Brainstorming With the Innovation Team

Five were able to attend in the brainstorming session, three men and two women.
They were aged between 22 and 45, and had different roles in the team (such as
radio producer, UX-designer and team leader). All of the participants had at least
once tried Google Home or Echo, were familiar with Siri and the majority had tried
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Figure 8: The two subgroups of five Innovation team members in the brainstorm-
ing session. To the left is group 3 with two women and one man. To the
right is group 4 with two men.

using an IVR-system. When the attendants were divided into two groups, group 3
consisted of two women and one man, and group 4 of two men.
Group 3 were given the scenario “Try to continue to listen to started episode from
Ekot, but Ekot is mispronounced.”. The main discussion revolved around the ne-
cessity for the system to remember what the user had previously listened to, and
how it would handle it. Participant B wanted a solution similar to Netflix, where
the system remembers what the user has previously listened to and where they left
the program. Participant H added that it was important to her that she would not
start with a clean slate each time she interacted with the system. B also wanted a
possibility to flag material as interesting, and to be able to create queues (described
as an “Alexa-queue”). The queue would be created on a different platform than the
one relying on VUI, but the queue would then be editable in SR Play.
Group 4 received the scenario “Choose an episode from material that I have previ-
ously downloaded.”. Their solutions were somewhat similar, with the main focus on
how the scenario could be split into two sub-scenarios; the user knows what they
want to listen to specifically, or the user wants to browse without knowing before-
hand exactly what they are looking for. Participant T in group 4, who had a Google
Home at home, commented that the Spotify app for Google Home was easiest to
use when he wanted to listen to a pre-produced playlist. It was to tiring to browse
artists and songs using the voice control, once the initial excitement had settled.
He thought that a possible solution is that the user creates a similar queue or list
of SR-content, and then accesses it using voice control. Participant C in the same
group felt that the VUI needed to have a somewhat sophisticated memory, and could
remember what the user had previously said in the interaction.
Participant C (group 4) and B (group 3) were both interested in the possibility to
flag material as uninteresting, to shrink the vast archive. The VUI would then never
suggest material that had been flagged. This was linked to the exact opposite, a
discovery feature and a follow-function, where the user could follow and get sugges-
tions from channels, programs or similar. The group was somewhat divided on the
latter, where the critical voices, H and E, said that they often felt uncomfortable
with the data collection of their behaviour. E (group 3) also felt that discovery
features could feel a bit “on the nose” and patronizing. Participant E additionally
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brought up that the interactions would look very different depending on if the user
knows beforehand what they are looking for.

5.6 Wizard of Oz

To create the script for the Wizard in the Wizard of Oz-test, the literature study,
the inteview with Tejas Mistry and the workshop results were used, combined with
the scenarios used for the workshop. The three “blue sky”-scenarios were selected;
“play a previous episode of Melodikrysset from P4, “browse popular episodes from
P3 Documentary, and play an interesting one", and “choose an episode from material
that I have previously downloaded”. The error dialogue, "Try to continue to listen
to started episode from Ekot, but Ekot is mispronounced.", was not selected, as this
was a fabricated error and not genuine user behaviour.
The scenario “browse popular episodes from P3 Documentary, and play an interest-
ing one" required handling browsing a large number of possible hits in the archive.
The user’s request to keep the interaction short, combined with the Innovation
team’s suggestion to let the user quickly dive into material, needed to be handled
adequately. The users, the Innovation team and Tejas Mistry from NPR all touched
the idea of using trailers to introduce material. The focus therefor lied in quickly
introducing the user to material, even if they were unsure of which type of docu-
mentary they wanted. "Popular" was treated as a theme, to contain the test and not
require the Wizard to keep track of too many possible routes in the flow. The script
was written to use few confirmations in the form of "Do you want to play [title]?", in
accordance with Cathy Pearls recommendations. To avoid loosing users by allowing
them to browse indefinitely, possibly saying no to all suggestions and never starting
an episode, the script was written so that an episode of P3 Documentary would start
by default if the user said no to all suggestions. Figure 9a, 9b and 10a show the
Wizard’s scripts for the scenarios, with the user’s prompts in white. The keywords
are in bold. The arrows show the possible entry points for the user in the begin-
ning of each scenario. 10b shows the error messages used, and their corresponding
prompts from the user.
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(a) The WOz-script for scenario 1, "Play a previous episode of Melodikrysset
from P4, that aired a Saturday two weeks ago.".

(b) The WOz-scripts for scenario 2, "Browse popular episodes from P3 Doc-
umentary, and play an interesting one".

Figure 9: The WOz-scripts.
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(a) The WOz-script for scenario 3, "Play Sommar i P1 med Maj Sjöwall from
material you have previously downloaded.".

(b) The WOz-script for the error messages.

Figure 10: The WOz-scripts.

5.6.1 Users and Performance

There were six participants in the WOz-test, three men and two women, that were
aged between 24 and 30. Four were students, and two worked in IT. An illustration
of the participants are shown in figure 11.
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Figure 11: The six participants in the WOz-testing.

Play a previous episode of Melodikrysset from P4

The scenario was altered to “play a previous episode of Melodikrysset from P4, that
aired a Saturday two weeks ago”, so that the user would not be able to simply pick
the latest episode. It also meant that the user would not have to decide what the
definition of “previous” meant in this context.
Participant D first accidentally misspoke and asked the system to record an episode,
resulting in the error message “I am sorry, I did not understand what you said”. He
was then quiet for several seconds, resulting in the second error message “You can
search for channels, program names and content”. He responded with “Melodikrys-
set”, and was given the latest Melodikrysset as a suggestion. By saying no the
correct episode, Melodikrysset from April 29th, started playing. Participant M had
a similar start, simply initiating the dialogue by saying “List episodes”, and receiv-
ing “I am sorry, I did not understand what you said”. Two of the participants used
“Melodikrysset” and “two weeks” or “April 22” in their first sentence, finding the
right episode immediately. Participant H begun by asking for “Melodikrysset” and
then finished as M and V had. N read the background info provided in the scenario
as a prompt, thereby also finding the right episode immediately.

Browse popular episodes from P3 Documentary, and play an interesting
one

All participants first sentences contained the keywords “documentary/documentaries”
or “P3 Documentary”, and two used the word “popular” as well. N added popular
after a pause, and the wizard decided that it was not included in the first exchange.
H, M, B and L went through the scenario quickly, without receiving any error mes-
sages. However, H, M, N and L believed the trailers to be actual episodes, and did
not listen to any trailer in its entirety. This meant that they did not get asked by
the Wizard if they wanted to continue to listen.
L asked for popular episodes of P3 Documentary, but did not object when she was
given a trailer. She believed that the trailer was in fact an episode starting, and
left it at that. M asked explicitly for a list of popular episodes of P3 Documentary,
thereby following the same flow as L. H had a similar experience, but chose to say
“Stop! Next” two times, before “settling” on the third trailer, assuming it to be an
actual episode. D tried to go back to the first trailer by saying “The first!”, resulting
in the error message “I am sorry, I did not understand what you said.”. V repeatedly
asked for the most popular documentaries after the first trailer had played (“Which
ones are the most popular?”), and thereby ending up at the beginning of the three
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trailers for popular episodes. The script only allowed for the Wizard to responded
to V’s keyword “no” with another trailer. Finally V said “List!”, followed by “...I
do not know what to do”. N had a similar problem as D, and tried to say “Back!”
after hearing the second trailer, receiving the error message “I am sorry, I did not
understand what you said.” She then responded “Knutbyfallet”, and the Wizard
decided that this was close enough to “Knutbydramat”, playing the trailer.
Participant D tried to go back to the first trailer, by saying “go to the first”. As this
was alsounsupported by the script, the Wizard responded with the error message
“I am sorry, I did not understand what you said.”. Five out of the six participants
thought that by playing the trailer, they had begun playing an actual documentary.

Choose an episode from material that I have previously downloaded

To avoid confusion, since the situation was fabricated and the user had not actually
downloaded material, a program was specified. Sommar Vinter i P1 was chosen as it
was in the top six (6) most popular programs for July, October and December 2016.
According to SR, the most popular episode from Sommar Vinter i P1 2016 was Maj
Sjöwall’s [38]. However, the program was referred to as “sommarprat”, as the most
common search terms for July 2016 were “Sommar”, “sommar”, “Sommarpratare”,
“sommarpratare”, “sommar i p1” och “Sommarpratarna”. None of the search words
in the top 10 used the correct term, Sommar & Vinter i P1. In April 2016 the search
‘Maj Sjöwall’ on SR’s website resulted in 110 hits, giving an indication that the user
would need to specify which program they wanted to listen to.
All participants were able to finish the scenario quickly, without any error messages.
Everyone except V and B asked for downloade material in the first exchange. M
wanted a list of titles and N simply asked “What have I downloaded?”, while D,
L and H asked the system to play downloaded material. B and V both used “Maj
Sjöwall” and “Sommarprat” in their first sentence, and found the episode after one
exchange. M, N, D, L and H were suggested Ekot på en minut, and then Sommar
i P1 med Maj Sjöwall after saying no to Ekot. N had some issues initially, pausing
for a long moment after the systems opening phrase and receiving “I am sorry, I did
not hear what you said”.
There were similarities between how the participants performed the scenarios, but
the phrasing differed. Some said “I want to listen to...” while others said “I want to
play...”, and some of them mixed the two ways of saying it between the scenarios.
Additionally, some chose to simply say “Documentary”, instead of “Play...” or “I
want to play...”. When asked questions, the majority chose not to explain further if
they said “No.”. The two exceptions were one tester who once said “No, next”, and
one who said “No, no, two weeks ago.”.

5.6.2 Problems in the VUI

All participants, with the exception of B, thought that the trailer was an actual
episode. They all also expressed that the system begun playing material without
confirming with them, and M simply said “It assumed too much!”. Related to this,
many also wished that the system would give them more information about what
was about to play, before it begun playing.
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Some of the users, the most persistently V and M, tried to make the system list
episode names. M and N did not want to listen to trailers, but instead only hear
the titles. They might consider trailers if they asked for it, but they considered
it irrelevant when browsing. M uses SR Play often, and had the structure of that
application in the back of his head when he tried to interact with the system. L
appeared to be satisfied when the trailer begun playing, believing it to be an actual
episode. Afterwards L said that she wanted to know where in the system she had
ended up after asking for popular documentaries, and that she did not understand
how to back out; “Just. . . No, no! How do I backtrack?”. She did not know if
she had actually ended up with popular episodes, or not. V wanted the system to
state “Alternative. . . ” before saying titles that were meant to be choices for the user,
instead of giving the impression of just starting to play an episode. This would also
indicate that there would be more alternatives.
All participants mentioned, in some form, that it was difficult and somewhat awk-
ward to interact with the system for the first time. M said that since there was no
GUI to ground the user, it basically meant endless possible choices. He would have
preferred the system to initially guide the user, helping them understand it. N had
a similar opinion. H had a lot of previous experience from IVR’s, and therefore tried
to interact with the system in a similar fashion by stating short instructions very
clearly. She was unsure how complex her sentences could be. D felt that the opening
phrase from the system, “Welcome to Swedish Radio! What do you want to do?”,
was misleading the user to believe that they should answer with an action, such as “I
want to listen!”. He was the only one who mentioned the introduction specifically in
the short interview following the scenarios. N was the only one who brought up the
error messages in the interview, but all participants who heard one sighed, repeated
their previous phrase, or said something in the line of “yeah, yeah. . . ”. N felt that
the system was too impatient when it said it could not hear her when she was silent,
annoying her.

5.6.3 Positive Reactions to the VUI

All participants reacted more or less positively to the system’s voice, with the most
critical voice being D, that felt that the voice should be a bit less monotone. N and
M did not even consider the voice, indicating that it was functioning well. L and
V found the voice pleasant and Swedish Radio-esque. V said that it is in line with
Swedish Radio’s brand to have radio host-voice, instead of a synthetic.
L thought that the system would misinterpret her, and was somewhat surprised by
how well it worked. H had a similar experience, thinking it would be more awkward
and difficult to interact with it than it was. N said she had found the interaction
fun. Only one of the participants interrupted the system while it was talking, the
rest patiently let it finish (with the exception of the trailers). All participants said
that it was easy to find a program if you knew exactly what you were looking for.
When the participants were asked where they would find the system useful, the
most frequent situation mentioned was at home with their hands occupied, being
out walking or when they were driving. H thought it would be useful almost solely
when she came home, switching on something she wanted to listen to as a part of a
routine. N mentioned exercising, and L and M when it is cold outside during winter.
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Many of the testers stated they would not feel comfortable using it in public spaces.
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6 Discussion

The questionnaires Likert-items, combined with the stastistics from Google Analyt-
ics, indicated that four functions for on demand listening to SR stood out. Google
Analytics further provided some insight to which programs that could be beneficial
to focus on. The NPR interview was both helpful and not, giving a status report for
NPR’s current work, but not concrete statistics or a current, tailor made solution
for NPR on IPA’s.
The workshop conclusions, combined with the brainstorming with the Innovation
team, could be used to the question the workshop should help to resolve,

1. How does the audience perceive voice control?

2. Which potential roadblocks exist for using voice control to listen to SR?

3. Which possibilities could come from using voice control to listen to SR?

4. How will success with voice control be measured for the audience?

5. What defines the ideal user experience of the four of the most common use
cases?

Finally, the results of the Wizard of Oz-test showed both flaws and possibilities with
the solution, and how comfortable the users felt with the medium.

6.1 Likert type-items in questionnaire

The majority of responses to the Likert type-items were positive; two had the mode
very likely, five likely, two neutral and two very unlikely. Combined with the Google
Analytics statistics of which functions that had the highest amount of user traffic,
four functions could be selected. They had all received the mode very likely or likely,
and were in the top 25 of the most used functions in SR Play (out of the top 100
functions selected).

6.1.1 Error in Questionnaire

Question six in the questionnaire, "In which situations at home do you listen to
radio?", had an unfortunate wording; "at home" was a remnant of the of the pilot
questionnaire. The intended version of the question was simply "In which situa-
tions do you listen to radio?", and the wording might have affected the responses.
Since this question was only meant to make the respondents reflect over their radio
listening-behaviour, the questionnaire was not edited and sent out again.
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Table 8: The options presented in the questionnaire, compared to their calculated
mode, their rank regarding user traffic in SR Play, and if they were se-
lected or not for the scenarios.

Options for digital radio listening Mode Rank Selected

Pause/start Very likely N/A N/A

Choose program from channel Likely 11, 14, 30 Yes

Choose program from category Likely 19, 33, 38 No

Hear latest news Neutral 15 No

Browse popular episodes Likely 16 Yes

Continue to listen to started material Very likely 23 Yes

Choose from favourites Neutral 13 No

Choose from downloaded Likely 12 Yes

Set channel as alarm Very unlikely 36 No

Search Likely 6 N/A

Hear latest traffic news Very unlikely N/A No

6.2 Google Analytics

The results from Google Analytics gave a clear indiciation of programs that were
popular and familiar to listened, seen to searches and hits on the website. The most
common search words were program name, not, for example, genres. The top 11
most popular programs in SR Play and sr.se respectively were similar, with some
exceptions.

6.3 Interview with Tejas Mistry (NPR One)

The interview with Tejas Mistry was performed together with the Innovation team-
executive, who asked the vast majority of the prepared questions (see appendix B).
The note-taking and recording was therefor made easier for the author. However,
the audio recording was unsuccessful and the result could therefore only be based
on the notes.
The overall impression of NPR’s work with IPA’s were that NPR did not lack ideas
or willingness to cooperate with Google and Amazon. However, they felt held back
by Google and Amazon, who in turn had claimed that it is still an early adopter
market, and that they were still not sure which direction to take their IPA’s in. Tejas
believed that VUI agents would provide the best, most application like experience for
the user. NPR had discussed and were interested in both using key word searches,
using trailers for pod casts and letting the user save material for later.
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Table 9: The four selected scenarios for the workshop.

Scenario Type

Play a previous episode of Melodikrysset from P4. Blue sky

Browse popular episodes from P3 Documentary,

and play an interesting one.
Blue sky

Choose an episode from material that I have

previously downloaded.
Blue sky

Try to continue to listen to started episode from Ekot,

but Ekot is mispronounced.
Error

6.4 Workshop

The workshop generated 10 dialogues for voice interaction with SR, as well as a
multitude of input and opinions. The users and the Innovation team reached similar
conclusions in multiple areas, but naturally seen to background and familiarity with
radio production and SR’s archive, the two groups had different perspectives.

6.4.1 Scenarios

To create four scenarios for the workshop, four functions were selected. These func-
tions were ranked likely or highly likely in the questionnaire, and were in the top
25 (of the top 100 selected) most commonly used functions in SR Play according to
Google Analytics (see table 7). The option "Hear latest traffic news" was N/A since
this function was lower ranked than 100, and therefor not included in the Google
Analytics data provided by SR. "Pause/start" is applicable for all scenarios, making
it irrelevant for a scenario in itself, closely related to "Search" that is organically a
part of other functions.
For all three months, on both SR’s website and in the app, the programs "P3 Doc-
umentary", "P1 Documentary", "Ekot", "Sommar vinter i P1" were in the top ten.
"Melodikrysset" and "Creepypodden with Jack Werner" were in the top ten for all
the months on the website, but not for SR Play. Instead, "Godmorgon, världen!",
"Spanarna", "Kropp själ" and "Filosofiska rummet" were all in the top ten. In ad-
dition to the user traffic data, the searches "Dokumentär/dokumentär", "ekot" and
"melodikrysset" were in the top eleven for the website, during all three months.
The program type documentary and the specific programs "Ekot" and "Melodikrys-
set" were therefore used in the scenarios, even though "Melodikrysset" was not in
the top ten for the mobile app. The conclusion for the questionnaire and Google
Analytics-data is shown in table 2.
The program "Melodikrysset" in P4 was selected for the function "Choose program
from channel", the program "P3 Documentary" for "Browse popular episodes", and
"Ekot" for "continue to listen to started material". For "Choose from downloaded"
a specific program was not decided to broaden the types of dialogues that would be
developed. The dialogues and their nature (blue sky or error) are listed in table 3.
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Dialogues

The workshop participants seemed to particularly enjoy discussing and creating the
dialogues, so much so that the time for the second batch of scenarios and the voting
ran out for the group with SR listeners. The discussion after the dialogue showed
that group 1 and group 2 had internally similar ideas and concerns.
The second run of the dialogue brainstorm with the Innovation team led to more
detailed and specific dialogues, an thoughts on possibilities and problems. The
overall consensus was that the functionality should either dive deep, making it easy
to quickly perform core actions without having to navigate through a hierarchy of
functions, or inspire and entice the user to find new material. An example of the
quick "dive deep" was Capital One’s Alexa-skill, brought up by participant T. The
skill enables users to, for example, transfer money, pay bills and check their balance
with very few commands.

How does the audience perceive voice control?

All of the users in the workshop had negative experiences of voice control from
IVR systems, where they felt that it often misunderstood them. The majority of
the workshop users were concerned that the VUI would handle different accents,
dialects and non-native speakers poorly. However, many of them pointed out that
voice control is beneficial for vision impaired users, is a new, interesting technology,
and could be a convenient interaction method that might inspire exploration.

Which potential roadblocks exist for using voice control to listen to SR?

The users and the Innovation team had to some extent different input on the possible
problems that voice control might bring. The users brought up things such as cost
for SR, creating a service for a demography that is uninterested in SR, difficulties
to handle different dialects and accents, and handling multiple voices as concerns.
Regarding voice control and SR, some where concerned about ambiguously named
content that might be difficult to search. Overall, the main concern were previous
problems they had experienced, and the concern that those who listen to SR are
generally uninterested in new technology.
The innovation team were more concerned about privacy issues with storing user
data, too complex navigation hierarchies, and situations where it would be easier
to plug in the phone into a speaker rather than trying to use voice control. They
were concerned that the system would behave "stupid", and not remember previous
dialogue and user preferences.

Which possibilities could come from using voice control to listen to SR?

A reflection that was brought up by the Innovation team was that cases where the
user is not sure of what they were looking for, but still is somewhat picky, the voice
control might feel so inferior to other means to reach SR material that the user
will abandon it. On the other hand, many participants in the user-group workshop
brought up that voice control might encourage exploration.
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The users focused on comfort, aid for visually and mobility disabled listeners, and
that voice control might be easy to use once the user gets used to it. Many of them
also mentioned the possibility to make the exploration and search in SR’s archive
easier and more interesting. Two user participants also mentioned the possibility for
the VUI to play introductions to material, to entice potential listeners and explain
the material.

How will success with voice control be measured for the audience?

Both users and the Innovation team stressed the importance to find something ap-
propriate quickly would mean a success. It was also important that the system
would remember the user’s preferences, and not suggest irrelevant material. The
user should find the VUI so rewarding that they do not resort to plugging in their
phone in the speaker, rather than talking to the VUI.

Figure 12: A hypothetical diagram of the user experience when using voice con-
trol to interact with SR. The y-axis shows the experience for the user
ranging from poor to satisfactory, and the x-axis shows the user knowl-
edge of what they are looking for and what is available, ranging from
exploratory to certain.

What defines the ideal user experience of the four of the most common
use cases?

The participants in the user workshop all mentioned, some more passionately than
others, that it was important that the interaction would be quick and simple. Some
also perceived voice control as something innovative and intriguing, that could en-
courage exploring. This was mirrored by the Innovation team, particularly T who,
from previous experience of using a Google Home, said that the functions should
let the user quickly dive into the system and perform the desired actions. This was
additionally strongly linked to the consensus that the system should use a user pro-
file, that is aware of preferences and earlier listening. The profile then suggest new
content and enables the system to quickly find material the user asks for.
It is possible that cases where the user is either certain of what they are looking for
and can "dive right in", and cases where the user wants to just explore, voice control
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could shine. The scenarios where the user wants to quickly find what they are looking
for, but are unsure of what this is (name or date, for example), the experience might
dip. Figure 12 is a hypothetical diagram of the user experience of a VUI for SR. The
user experience on the Y-axis, ranging from poor to satisfactory, and user knowledge
on the x-axis, ranging from exploratory to certain. The experience will presumably
dip when the user does not want to explore and get suggestions (exploratory), and
is sure of exactly what they want (certain). A case that would fall into this category
would be when a user wants to listen to a certain program, for example Sommar
& Vinter i P1, but is unsure of what the episode is called or when it aired. If the
user knows that the host had the first name Sara and was a writer, what would the
search "Sara sommarprat författare" ("Sara summer-talk writer") result in? In May
2017 the search gave 168 hits on sr.se. It would most likely be tiresome to browse
in the hits using a VUI. A possible solution would be if the user’s profile could help
significantly to narrow down the scope of hits, and even suggest an episode based
on earlier behaviour and/or liked material.

6.5 Wizard of Oz

The most troublesome part of the test was scenario two, where the testers were
instructed to find and play a popular episode of P3 Documentary that they found
interesting. Five out of six mistook the trailers for actual episodes. The script could
not present a list of only titles, or letting the user go back in the list of trailers,
by for example saying “back” or “previous”. Participant V got stuck in a loop of
error messages, where the error messages could only instruct him that it did not
understand him, and that he could search for programs, channels and episodes. The
testers were also frustrated by the lack of confirmation from the system, and felt that
the system decided things for them. The WOz-test clearly showed the importance
of allowing for navigation back and forth, and to allow multiple key words for the
same type of interaction.
The users wanted the system to explain to them where they were, and give less
general error messages. The error messages were not helpful enough for the users
who heard them to help them out, and instead caused the testers to either laugh
slightly, sigh or mumble irritated. Their generic phrasing is most likely a reason for
this, but another factor might be the fact that the system did not support some
basic navigation functionality. When the users tried to list titles or go back, for
example, they got an error message.
The concept of quickly starting an episode, an attempt to avoid the users to give
up and leave the application, proved unsuccessful. It might yield better results once
the users have gotten the hang of the VUI, but the testers all were unhappy with
the lack of confirmations from it. None of the testers asked the system for help. As
many testers brought up, it was more or less friction-less to perform scenario one
and three, where they should find a specific episode.
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6.6 Guidelines

The workshop, brainstorming sessios, and the WOz-prototype shows the importance
of letting the users have a personal profile to get individual recommendations of
content, save or otherwise mark content they like, and functionality to continue to
listen to started material. If the profile continuously learns what type of content the
user prefers, browsing will most likely become easier and irrelevant material will be
filtered out. This would mean that the search could be quicker and more accurate,
and might lessen the dip in the user experience when the listener has to browse
for unspecified material. If filters are applied on searches, such as "Avoid everything
sports-related" or "I would love material about Maj Sjöwall", the amount of hits from
searches would shrink considerably. Related to this are the synonyms for programs
used in searches, shown in the Google Analytics data. In the top 11 most common
searches in July 2016 were "Sommar", "Sommarpratare" and "Sommarpratarna",
while the correct name "Sommar & Vinter i P1" was not. By allowing synonyms,
paired with the user profile, the searches would most likely easier find the sought
after material.
The profile would also be an important part of a discover feature, that was brought
up by both users and the Innovation team during the workshop. Tejas at NPR
mentioned that he believed that the use would be habitual, something a user in
the WOz-test also brought up. A profile could be used to adapt to the users habits.
The services Netflix and Spotify were brought up several times during the workshop,
the brainstorming and the WOz-testing. Users are accustomed to having their own
profiles, queuing material, and getting recommendations. This profile could benefit
from a graphical companion application, that could provide information, settings
for the VUI, functionality for queuing material or creating playlists, and similar.
The latter was brought up by a member of the Innovation team, who used a Google
Home. He emphasized how much easier it was to listen to Spotify on Google Home
from a queue or playlist created in the mobile or the desktop app, rather than
finding each individual song using the VUI. This multimodality is also supported as
a solution by the literature on VUI.
The voice recording used in the WOz was the one feature receiving the most positive
feedback. This finding implied that SR should consider developing its own SR-voice
for the IPA-devices, rather than relying on a generic device-specific voice. An SR
persona could also benefit the design process, guiding the conversational flow design
and the VUI’s behaviour.
The results further indicate that SR should support keyword-tags, to facilitate the
way the users and the Innovation team described ideal interactions in the workshop.
Examples of such functions are keywords-searches, a discovery feature and filters
applied on searches. The users also need support and guidance when introduced
to the system, as VUI is something still novel to many users, providing context to
where they currently are in the VUI and what they can do. The guidance should
also adapt the type, and amount, of help after how much the user has previously
interacted with the VUI.
The multiple indications can be summarized as seven bullet points, presented below.
Figure 13 illustrates the summary.
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• Enable profiles for a personalized experience. It seems necessary to al-
low for a customized user experience, to meet the ideas and wishes brought up.
Netflix was mentioned as an example many times by users, allowing the user
to receive suggestions, continue to watch the latest episode that was started,
and go back to previously started episodes from other shows. A profile would
also be prudent to utilize filtered searches, basing it on user data from previous
behaviour. Additionally, the user can be given to opportunity to explicitly set
desired and undesired keyword-tags in the settings.

• Allow synonyms for material. The VUI needs to support a multitude
of synonyms to the actual program names. A possible way to identify these
synonyms are through studying Google Analytics-data, and performing WOz-
tests.

• Give recommendations based on behaviour and preferences. An ob-
stacle for all VUI’s is the discoverability challenge. To entice listeners to find
material, suggestions should be made based on user behaviour and preference
settings. A possible solution could be a discovery feature.

• Provide a GUI companion application. A multimodal solution, with a
companion application using a GUI (graphical user interface), can be used to
provide information and help to the user, settings for the VUI, create queues
and playlists, and similar, that would be clumsy and strenuous to perform in
the VUI.

• Guide the user, with both an introduction and informative responses.
As VUIs using natural language still are a relatively new phenomenon, the
users will need guidance. It is important that error- and help messages are in-
formative, and that the user gets an introduction the first time they encounter
the VUI. The guidance should be adaptive, changing the amount of help and
help-messages depending on how much the user has previously used the VUI.

• Tag material with keywords. To cluster similar material together, and
to allow for searches other than strictly program names, content needs to
be assigned relevant keyword-tags. This tagging can also be used to distill
searches, filtering out insignificant material and prioritizing material that the
user profile indicates is the most relevant.

• Base the VUI persona on a radio host format. As the radio host used
in the WOz-test in this thesis received such positive response, it seems viable
to let a radio host "host" the VUI application, to embody the brand and give
a sense of familiarity. Basing the VUI persona on a radio personality could
also guide the design process, incorporating the air and personality of them.

6.7 Method

The overall outcome of the method’s different parts was satisfactory. The question-
naire, Google Analytics data and the interview with Tejas Mistry made it possible
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Figure 13: A summary of the seven guidelines.

to select four radio functions to focus on, as well as a number of SR programs and
insights in radio listening behavior. The workshop, and the following brainstorming
session, proved to be a entertaining and time efficient modus to gain qualitative
data. The user’s expectations and experiences, paired with the Innovation team’s
ideas, were useful when creating both the Wizard of Oz-prototype and the guide-
lines. The Wizard of Oz-test was both a resource- and time efficient test of the VUI
prototype. By just using simple HTML, CSS and Javascript, combined with Google
Hangouts and a speaker, user testing with three scenarios could be performed. The
WOz-testing quickly gave feedback on the VUI design, and how users interacted
with it.
Naturally, a number of miscalculations and unforeseen events occurred. Cathy Pearls
book Designing Voice User Interfaces[34] was the basis for the VUI-design in the
Wizard of Oz-prototype, and was frequently referred to in the literature study. As
this is the voice and opinion of a sole author, as well as a recent book published in
2017, additional sources could have been used to verify her statements.
The majority of respondents to the questionnaire were aged 21 - 30, 103 out of 165
(64.2% ). This is not necessarily an accurate representation of the age distribution
of SR’s listeners, and might have affected the result of the questionnaire. The view
on voice control most likely differ, as well as the desired radio functions, between
the different age groups. An older listener with a car might be more interested in
listening to the latest traffic news, than a student commuting to University.
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The Google Analytics data only covered three months during 2016, and was not
compared to previous years. The lack of comparison means that a fluctuation in
popular programs, and functions in SR’s application and website, is not shown. The
functions with the highest traffic might additionally not be the most used since they
are superior, but rather be those that are the easiest to find. The the audio record-
ing of the Skype interview with Tejas Mistry did not succeed, and the result could
therefor solely be based on the notes taken during it. The interview itself it did not
provide as many insights and practical advice as anticipated. It could have been
more fruitful if it had been longer, and shaped as a discussion about IPA’s rather
than a formal interview. During the workshop the facilitator miscalculated the time,
and could therefor not let the participants brainstorm and discuss all four prepared
scenarios. The first workshop proved to be quite time- and resource draining, re-
quiring planning, gift cards and assembling users. A brainstorming session with the
Innovation team was performed instead, resulting in less input from users, but also
less resources spent.

6.8 Ethics

If the guidelines are to be followed, there are a number of ethical factors to consider.
Provided that the VUI collects user data, this information needs to be protected and
treated responsibly. Related to personal integrity, the choice of dialect and which
languages the VUI would understand will have implications. SR is a public service,
and should reach all Swedish citizens. The choice of dialects and the handling of
accents needs both consideration and humility.
Another ethical aspect to handle is the matter of filter bubbles, coined by the Up-
worthy creator Eli Pariser [18]. Pariser wrote a book in 2011 on the subject, The
Filter Bubble: What the Internet is Hiding From You [32]. In December 2009 a blog
post by Google mentioned that search hits now would be based on user behavior,
marking a significant shift in information distribution according to Pariser [32]. One
user searching for a topic on Google might find scientific research supporting a cause
as the first number of hits, while another might get activist pages actively working
against that same cause. “The danger of these filters is that you think you are
getting a representative view of the world and you are really, really not, and you
don’t know it. Some of these problems that our fellow citizens are having kind of
disappear from view without our really even realising” Praiser said in an interview
with The Guardian[18]. A personalized experience where the user is only confronted
by material they enjoy, with all the frustrating and undesired factors removed, is a
form of isolation [32]. As public service should educate its listeners, this is an aspect
that cannot be ignored. In a internal report [39] by SR from 2016 it is stated that
SR wants to contribute to the "democratic conversation", and that the line between
a personalized experience and filter bubbles needs serious deliberation.
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7 Conclusion

Voice control is an intriguing technology steadily developing, well suited for mediums
where the user has their eyes and hands occupied. While technology is not on
par with Star War’s organics-robot protocol expert C-3PO yet, there are many
possibilities. This thesis has aimed to investigate how radio listeners wish to converse
with a public radio archive using voice control, from desired functionality, to the
actual phrasing and conversational flow. How do users wish to interact vocally to
listen to on demand content? And, what does public radio need to consider when
implementing the UX for voice control?
A questionnaire, Google Analytics-data from SR’s mobile app and website, and an
interview with a product owner at NPR were used to identify four of the most
desired capabilities for listening to on-demand radio. The functions were turned
into four scenarios, used as the basis for a workshop with users, and brainstorming
session with the Innovation team at SR. Three of the scenarios were selected to be
the foundation for a Wizard of Oz-prototype, shaped after the collected ideas and
requests from the workshop and brainstorming. A former radio host recorded the
system’s prompts. Six users evaluated the voice user interface (VUI). The findings
from the user testing of the prototype, combined with the data collected from the
workshop and brainstorming, were used to shape the guidelines.
To create a viable VUI for radio, there should to be a profile for the user to create
a personalized experience. This profile will enable filtered searches created by user
behaviour and preference settings, recommendations, options to continue started
material and similar. If the VUI allows for a multitude of synonyms for program
names, combined with the user profile, the search hits could become more distilled
and accurate. Keyword tagging material would enable clustering similar material,
and those pin-pointed user searches. The keyword-system would also be used to
give user recommendations. The VUI would need a companion application with a
GUI, for task that would be taxing to perform in the VUI; settings, extensive help,
creating queues, playlists and similar. Finally, the system should ensure that users
are taken care of and guided through the system. As public radio in Sweden has
the task to reach across all platforms and reach as many citizens as possible, it is
of interest to make sure that they feel comfortable and taken care of. This could
be further enable by using a radio host as the persona for the system, bringing
consistency and familiarity.

7.1 Future Work

As only six users tested three set scenarios, there can be done considerably more
testing of Wizard of Oz prototypes. Additionally, instead of only fixed scenarios,
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a more extensive user testing can be performed in a habitual setting. A possible
solution could be to implement a more sophisticated prototype, such as a customized
skill to Alexa, put in the home of a selected number of users and study the log of
interactions. Related to this is the question of personal integrity and the collection of
user data. How can the users be assured that the data would not be used unethically,
or leak?
As the recorded voice for the Wizard of Oz received positive reactions, this is a field
that could be given more attention. A variety of voices could be tried, as well as
tone, playfulness and detailed personas should be produced and user tested. This
aspect of the VUI also needs consideration when choosing which type of dialect and
accent, or lack thereof, for the system, in relation to public radio’s goal to reach all
Swedish citizens.
The future of radio is a topic that needs to be considered and taken into account
when developing the VUI. The Innovation team has discussed a possible future where
new cars are not equipped with an FM-radio receiver. What would this mean to
public radio? The future of voice controlled intelligent personal assistants is also
not certain, as it is just now beginning to take of. Finally, walking the line between
filter bubbles and an educational personalized experience will be a challenge. Public
radio’s democratic basic principles and task needs to be balanced with satisfactory
user experiences.
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A Interview with Tejas Mistry

Hi Tejas!
Thank you for taking time to talk to me. My name is Anna Päärni and I am doing
my master thesis at Sveriges Radio, and it is about voice controlled radio. I have
read about NPR and how users have listened to NPR material using Alexa, so I am
very curious about NPR’s experience when it comes to voice control.
Is it okay if I record our conversation so that I go back to it later? I will use this
interview for my thesis.

• What would you say are the biggest pros and cons of voice controlled assistants
today? (expensive, slow, prone to errors, handsfree + similar)

• Have you considered/changed the branding of the material to make voice con-
trol easier to use?

• What have you done in order to get attribution of the material so that the
listeners know that the material is from NPR?

• Have you run into problems with voice control? If so, which? And why?

• What have NPR done practically to facilitate voice control?

• Are there any lessons that you’ve learned regarding voice control?

• Which type of pod seems to be most popular? News? Documentary? Inter-
views? Etc. Why do you think that is?

• Does NPR use key word-tags?

• Do see you any differences in working with Amazon, Google?

• Do you have statistics and/or data over user behaviour for voice control?

• What do you see for the future of voice control and NPR?
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B Questionnaire answers

Age. The age distribution of the respondents shows that more than 50% were 21-30.
n = 165

Gender. The gender distribution of the respondents was somewhat equally dis-
tributed, where the men were a slight majority. n = 165
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Responses to "How do you mainly listen to radio?". The majority mainly listened
to FM-radio, but sometimes podcasts, the website and/or app. The second most
common answer was podcast. Approximately 11% did not listen to radio at all,
listened strictly to FM-radio or live-transmissions via app or website, respectively.
n = 165

Responses to "Do you listen to Swedish Radio?". A clear majority responses yes. n
= 130
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Responses to "How do you usually find content from Swedish Radio?". The two most
common reponses were "Search/click on sverigesradio.se" (47) and "Search/click in
the app" (53), followed by "Other platforms [...]"(36). n = 118

Responses to "In which situations at home do you listen to radio? The two most
common responses were "Cooking, doing dishes" (81) and "Driving" (66), followed by
"Driving" (36). An important disclaimer regarding this question is its unfortunate
wording; "at home" was a remnant of the first iteration of the questionnaire. n =
130
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Responses to Likert item "Pause/start". The majority responded "Very likely". n =
130

Responses to Likert item "Choose program from channel". The majority responded
"Likely". n = 130
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Responses to Likert item "Choose program from category". The majority responded
"Likely". n = 130

Responses to Likert item "Browse popular episodes". The majority responded
"Likely". n = 130
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Responses to Likert item "Continue to listen to started material". The majority
responded "Very likely". n = 130

Responses to Likert item "Choose from favourites". The majority responded "Neu-
tral". n = 130
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Responses to Likert item "Choose from downloaded". The majority responded
"Likely". n = 130

Responses to Likert item "Hear latest news". The majority responded "Neutral". n
= 130
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Responses to Likert item "Set channel as alarm". The majority responded "Very
unlikely". n = 130

Responses to Likert item "Search". The majority responded "Likely". n = 130
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Responses to Likert item "Latest traffic news". The majority responded "Very un-
likely". n = 130

Responses to "Have you ever tried voice control?". The majority responded yes. n
= 130
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Responses to "How interested are you in trying out new tehnology?". The majority
rated their interest as a five out of 1-5. n = 130

Responses to "How interested are you in trying out new tehnology?". The majority
responded no. Those who responded Other said "Siri". However, the questionnaire
stated that mobile assistants such as Siri were not included. n = 130
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Responses to "Would you consider using voice control to listen to radio?". The
majority responded yes (63), while the the second most common response was "I
don’t know" (49). n = 130
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Radiolyssnande
Hej!

Tack för att du deltar i denna undersökning. Formuläret innehåller 9 frågor om radiolyssnande och 
röststyrning.  Datat som samlas in kommer att användas till ett examensarbete om röststyrd radio.  

*Required

1. Ålder *
Mark only one oval.

  20

 21  30

 31  40

 41  50

 51 +

2. Kön
Mark only one oval.

 Kvinna

 Man

 Other: 

3. Hur lyssnar du främst på radio? *
FMradio innebär sändningar till radioapparater, så som bilstereo och stereo i hemmet.
Direktsändning via app eller hemsida innefattar även streaming via tredjepartsplattform (ex
Sonos, Alexa, Google Home m fl). Podcasts defineras som streaming eller nedladdning av
material så att det på så sätt är tillgängligt för lyssnaren utanför livesändning.
Mark only one oval.

 Enbart direktsänd FMradio  Stop filling out this form.

 Främst direktsänd FMradio, men ibland även podcasts och/eller sändning från
hemsida/app

 Direktsändning via app eller hemsida

 Podcasts

 Lyssnar inte på radio  Stop filling out this form.

 Other: 

Sveriges Radio
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4. Lyssnar du på Sveriges Radio? *
Sveriges Radio innefattar kanalerna P1, P2, P3 och P4. Direktsändning i FM, direktsändning
digitalt, streaming via app eller hemsida och podcasts (även via tredjepartsplattform) är samtliga
inräknade.
Mark only one oval.

 Ja  Skip to question 5.

 Nej  Skip to question 6.

 Nej, men annan radio  Skip to question 6.

 Vet ej  Skip to question 6.

 Other:    Skip to question 6.

Sveriges Radiolyssnare

5. Hur hittar du vanligtvis innehåll från Sveriges Radio digitalt? *
Tick all that apply.

 Söker/klickar fram på sverigesradio.se

 Söker/klickar fram i SR Playappen

 Söker via Google

 Andra plattformar (Facebook, Sonos, Alexa, Google Home, hemsidor för poddar och dylikt)

 Rekommenderade podcasts från bekanta

 Lyssnar enbart på SR i FMradio

 Other: 

Valmöjligheter

6. I vilka situationer i hemmet lyssnar du på radio? När du... *
Tick all that apply.

 Äter

 Lagar mat, diskar

 Utför hobby (målar, stickar, läser eller liknande)

 Städar

 Vilar

 Vill ha radion i bakgrunden

 Kör bil

 Reser

 Pendlar

 Other: 
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7. Uppskatta hur sannolikt det är att du skulle använda följande val när du lyssnar på radio
digitalt *
Direktsändning digitalt, streaming via app eller hemsida och podcasts (även via
tredjepartsplattform) är samtliga inräknade.
Mark only one oval per row.

Mycket
osannolikt Osannolikt Neutral Sannolikt Mycket

sannolikt

Pausa/starta
Välj bland program via kanal
Välj bland program via
kategori
Hör senaste nyheterna
Bläddra bland populära
avsnitt
Fortsätt lyssna på påbörjat
innehåll
Välj bland favoriter
Välj bland nedladdat
Ställ en kanal som
väckarklocka
Sök
Senaste trafikinformation

8. Övriga önskvärda val

Röststyrning

9. Hur intresserad är du av att pröva ny teknik? *
Mark only one oval.

1 2 3 4 5

Inte intresserad Mycket intresserad

10. Har du någon gång prövat röststyrning? *
Mark only one oval.

 Ja

 Nej

11. Äger du en röststyrd smart assistent? *
Röststyrda assistenter i telefonen är ej inräknat (exempelvis Siri).
Mark only one oval.

 Ja, Google Home

 Ja, Echo (Amazon)

 Nej

 Other: 
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Powered by

12. Skulle du kunna tänka dig att använda radio med röststyrning? *
Mark only one oval.

 Ja

 Nej

 Vet ej

 Other: 

13. Ange din mailadress om du intresserad av att
delta i en workshop med Sveriges Radio om
röststyrd radio.
Workshopen kommer att äga rum i Stockholm i
slutet av mars. Om du svarar ja kommer mer
information att skickas till dig. Du har givetvis rätt
att senare ändra dig och avböja.

14. Övriga kommentarer
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D Wizard of Oz-GUI

The WOz GUI for scenario 1, "Play a previous episode of Melodikrysset from P4, that aired
a Saturday two weeks ago.".
.

The WOz GUI for scenario 3, "Play Sommar i P1 med Maj Sjöwall from material you have
previously downloaded.".
.

The WOz GUI.
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(a)

(b)

The WOz GUI for scenario 2, "Browse popular episodes from P3 Documentary, and
play an interesting one". A and b are parts of the same GUI.

(a) The WOz GUI for the error messages.

The WOz GUI.
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